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ABSTRACT
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Problem
Over the past five years (2015-2020) the Brantford Seventh-day Adventist Church
has experienced a decline of baptism among young people ages 10-14. Some of them
have been involved in church programs, and some have attended the local Christian
school. According to Barna (2003a), children are more ready to accept Jesus at ages 1014. At Brantford Seventh-day Adventist Church, this is the average range of the children.
This church has more than 80 families and more than twenty-five children at that age
group. After many of them leave for high school, they lose interest in baptism and in
following Jesus.

Method
With the help of my adviser and church leaders, a six-week seminar was
conducted to address the situation. The seminars were intended to provide a biblical view
on parenting and to educate the parents on how to guide their children to accept Jesus.
These seminars were held in the local church on Sabbath afternoons. Parents were asked
to fill out questionnaires before and after the seminars. This provided an understanding of
the relationships that parents have to the unbaptized youth, age 10-16.

Results
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the seminars were not so well attended but the
six parents who attended gained valuable information. Parents shared their experiences
and their practices of raising their children and understood more clearly their
responsibility, God’s call for them, and an improved biblical foundation of parenting.
The parents of Brantford church, who participated in this study understood that
the church is a place of spiritual guidance, and so is the school, but the home is the
primary place where the children receive spiritual nurture, guidance, and leadership for
their spiritual lives. They were convinced that family worship, church attendance, and
quality time with their children, were crucial to their gradual conversion and decision for
baptism.

Conclusion
All of the parents who attended the seminar completely agreed with the content of
the presentations and were willing to implement them in their families, and the leaders
were fully supportive. The concern I had before the seminars that parents would not

accept the content very willingly seemed to have vanished during the seminars. Most
importantly they were equipped with the materials that they needed for raising their
children. These seminars can be modified and used to further nurture the congregation,
and as outreach in the community.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Description of the Ministry Context
The Brantford Seventh-day Adventist Church is located in the heart of Brantford,
Canada, with a few other Protestant churches, in the neighborhood. This Brantford
Church has over 84 families which include about 26 children between ages 0-14. In the
past years, this church had only a few children ages 10-14 who were baptized. This made
me think about the future of our churches and the problem that exists. It appeared that the
church had not addressed spiritual guidance for the children, at least not to that degree
that it should. Upon discovering this problem, I decided to dedicate my research to find
out why the church was missing the “ocean,” as Barna (2003a) stated (p. 56). This project
was developed and implemented in the Brantford Seventh-day Adventist Church where I
am in 2022 the pastor.

Statement of the Problem
The Brantford Seventh-day Adventist Church is a middle size church with 162
baptized members and 26 children. Although the church offers a divine service, Sabbath
vespers, mid-week prayer meetings, age-specific Sabbath school classes, Adventurers,
and Pathfinders’ activities, only a few of these children accepted Christ as their personal
Savior and were baptized between 2015 and 2020. According to Barna (2003a), the age at
1

which children are the most approachable and willing to accept Jesus is between nine to
14 years. The majority of children are leaving the church at the age of 15 and older,
according to the research. Pastoral observation, Barna’s evaluation, and reliable studies
suggest that the process begins with the family. Most of the parents are aware of their
responsibilities, however, either they do not know how to lead their children to
conversion, or they are seriously challenged with the societal norms, and environmental
influences, to which the children are exposed.

Statement of the Task
The task of this project was to help parents of the Brantford Seventh-day
Adventist Church to recognize their parental responsibility to raise spiritual leaders. This
task included identifying children of baptismal age and helping parents to utilize the
means at their disposal to prepare these children for baptism into the church. The task
also included developing and administering a questionnaire to parents of juniors and early
teens, and a separate questionnaire to the children 10-14 years old, to ascertain the
climate in the home, the church, and (to some extent), the school.

Delimitations
This project was limited to non-baptized children and early teens ages 10 - 14 and
their parents, at the Brantford Seventh-day Adventist Church, Ontario, Canada.

Description of the Project Process
To develop a theological basis in approaching children, the following topics were
examined: (a) defining who is responsible of reaching out to children, (b) child
development, (c) vulnerable belief system, parental faithfulness (d) Jesus’ childhood, and
2

(e) Ellen Harmon’s conversion. Current literature was reviewed and included research on
children’s spiritual formation, with a particular focus on leading them to conversion and
baptism. In agreement with the leaders of the Brantford Seventh-day Adventist Church, a
six-week seminar was provided, each one hour in length. These seminars included
parents of children ages 10-14 years old. Each of the seminars was presented at the local
church on a Sabbath afternoon. Before the seminars, a questionnaire was handed out to
each of the parents and their children. This six-week seminar was presented with a pretest
followed by a posttest to determine the success of the project. The seminars were as
follows:

Outline of Six-Week Seminar
Seminar One: Parenting of Children and Early Teens
The objective of this seminar was to study the biblical foundations regarding
parents’ responsibilities in training their children in the way of the Lord.

Seminar Two: Family Worship
The intent of this seminar was to show the importance of family worship to
juniors and early teens.

Seminar Three: Church Attendance
This seminar was intended to help parents see the necessity of participation of
children in church service and understand why children should attend church. It was also
to show that parents play a crucial role in the spiritual walk of their children.

3

Seminar Four: Quality Time
This seminar’s objective was to provide parents with an understanding that they
are responsible for the spiritual development of their children. Spending time with the
family is imperative for developing strong relationships among family members and
keeping a healthy and happy home (Milkie, Kendig, Nomaguchi, & Denny, as cited in
Pitti, 2019). Spending quality time with children makes an impact on their lives.
According to several scholars, any time spent with children could be “quality time” (Fox,
Han, Ruhm, & Waldfogel, as cited in Pitti, 2019; Price, 2008, as cited in Pitti, 2019;
Snyder, 2007, as cited in Pitti, 2019).

Seminar Five: Gradual Conversion
The objective of this seminar was to illustrate the difference between gradual and
sudden conversion and the need for conversion of juniors and early teens.

Seminar Six: Preparation for Baptism
This seminar was to intended help the parents of juniors and early teens prepare
their children for baptism.
These seminars were prepared for parents with children and early teens ages 1014 years old addressing the concern of this age group. The pretest showed the current
condition of home, school and church. The posttest was done four weeks after the
seminars were presented to measure their success and this project was completed by July
2021.

4

Definition of Terms
Childhood: Ages 0-12.
Early teen: Ages13 and 14.
Evangelism: The basic definition of evangelism or “to evangelize” has its
understanding in proclaiming the good news of salvation brought to the world by Jesus
Christ. The process of evangelism is the preaching or presentation of the gospel in such a
way as to create a desire in others to accept Jesus as Saviour and Lord.

5

CHAPTER 2

THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION

Introduction
This chapter focuses on the Christian mandate and how it applies to parents and
children. It also focuses on biblical approaches in the spiritual development of children.
The vulnerable belief system of children is closely explored, as is the impact of parental
faithfulness. Also, it reviews what the Bible say about the stewardship of children.
Finally, the childhood experiences of Jesus and Timothy are explored, along with
the conversion of the young Ellen Harmon.

The Christian Mandate
As Christians, we have the responsibility to reach all nations (Matt 28:18-20).
This commandment includes the entire world and our children are a part of it. In fact,
“the children of today are the soldiers and mothers of tomorrow” (Nichols, 1943, p. 25).
The home is the first place of all true education. As White (1954) stated, “Fathers and
mothers have entrusted to them the molding of their children’s minds” (p. 27).
Fathers and mothers may study their own character in their children. They may often
read humiliating lessons as they see their own imperfections reproduced in their sons
and daughters. While seeking to repress and correct in their children hereditary
tendencies to evil, parents should call to their aid double patience, perseverance, and
love. (White, 1952, p. 131)
White (1952) saw the mother as the queen of the home: “She is to rule her
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household wisely, in the dignity of her motherhood. Her influence in the home is to be
paramount; her word, is law” (p. 180). She continued to say that children are to be taught
by the mother. She is to “guide and direct them, teaching them line upon line, and precept
upon precept” (p. 181).
Fathers and mothers who make God first in their households, who teach their children
that the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom, glorify God before angels and
before men by presenting to the world a well-ordered, well-disciplined family—a
family that love and obey God instead of rebelling against Him. (White, 1952, p. 18)
While the father has been dealing with things that perish and pass away, “the
mother has been dealing with developing minds and character, working not only for time
but for eternity.” The mother’s work of raising children in the way of faithfulness is
appointed her by God himself. “The love and fear of God should ever be kept before their
tender minds” (White, 1952, p. 181). White continued: “To lead them to Jesus is not all
that is required… These children are to be educated and trained to become disciples of
Christ, ‘that our sons may be as plants grown up in their youth; that our daughters may be
as corner stones, polished after the similitude of a palace’” (p. 182).
Do not depend upon the teachers of the Sabbath school to do your work of training
your children in the way they should go. The Sabbath school is a great blessing: it
may help you in your work, but in can never take your place. God has given to all
fathers and mothers the responsibility of bringing their children to Jesus, teaching
them how to pray and believe in the word of God. (White, 1952, p. 143)
It is the mother’s work of molding, refining, and polishing - while the character of
the child is formed and developed.
The mother must engrave upon the tablet of the heart lessons as enduring as eternity;
and she will surely meet the displeasure of the Lord if she neglects this sacred work or
allows anything to interfere with it … the Christian mother has her God-appointed
work, which she will not neglect if she is closely connected with God and imbued with
His Spirit. (White, 1952, pp. 182-184)
White (1952) called the mother “God’s agent” to Christianize her family and a
7

“co-worker with the minister” on a “life mission” in which she is not alone. She is
encouraged to go to her Saviour in prayer: “Teach us, how shall we order the child, and
what shall we do unto him?” (pp. 182-184).
Parents must trust implicitly in the power of Christ to transform the tendencies to
wrong which have been transmitted to their children.
Have patience, fathers and mothers. Often your past neglect will make your work
hard. But God will give you strength if you will trust in Him. Deal wisely and
tenderly with your children. (White, 1952, p. 131)
Fathers are also included in the developmental process of children. White (1954)
said: “Fathers and mothers should teach the infant, the child, and the youth of the love of
Jesus. Let the first baby lispings be of Christ. Christ should be associated with all the
lessons given to the children” (p. 487).

Child Development
The earliest years of children’s lives, said White (1952), are especially crucial, as
they accept the educating more willingly in their tender years. The wise man, Solomon,
said, “Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old, he will not depart
from it” (Prov 22:6, KJV). In what way the child should be trained? Or better to ask the
question what is the approach that is needed to “train up a child.”
Swindoll (2009) provided an insightful understanding of this passage. The classic
way this text is understood by the majority of the parents is to follow certain instructions.
A list of things that we as parents see as necessary to teach our children the way they
should go. There is church service, the Ten Commandments, prayers for mealtime,
bedtime, and personal prayer. This is all good, but is this what the text says, or the way
the author intended to be understood? We all agree that every child is different.
Swindoll (2009) argued that the meaning of “train up” could be seen as the
8

following: “The best parental training is accomplished when we opt for inspiration
instead of coercion.” He continued: “We do this by discovering the child’s natural desires
and by encouraging the behavior that will allow him or her to develop accordingly”
(Train up section, para. 2) It is not to say, that the child can do what it wants. The Hebrew
verb that is used here is hanakh that is closely related to the language of training horses.
Horses are willing to run because of their nature and the ability given to them by
God. Swindoll (2009) made a point by giving an illustration of a “wise, caring rider”
using “the bit and the reins to help the horse achieve its purpose safely and effectively”
(Train up section, para. 3). In his article, Swindoll (2009) explained that the term hanakh
has a broader meaning. He then went beyond this understanding which includes the ideas
of “dedicated,” “mouth,” “make submissive,” and “make experienced.” “In the way he
should go” means “in accordance with his way.” This text is understood as the way of the
fool or the way of the wise. The Hebrew word is derek, or “way,” which could literally
mean a road or a way, or a less literal meaning, to the manner in which something acts, as
it does.
Proverbs 30:18-19 refers to the mystery that the author cannot comprehend:
There are three things which are too wonderful for me,
Four which I do not understand:
The way of an eagle in the sky,
The way of a serpent on a rock,
The way of a ship in the middle of the sea,
And the way of a man with a maid.
In each of these, the way is referring to a characteristic manner. In other words,
the child has to be trained according to its characteristic manner. Some of these
characteristic manners could be artistic, athletic and others academic. Some children will
be strong-willed, and others compliant. One child would be encouraged by a reward but
9

another could not care less. The meaning of “train up” requires “for a relationship in
which parent and child dedicate themselves to a shared purpose, with all the privileges
and responsibilities that go along with it” (Swindoll, 2009, In the way section, para. 5).
The parent is called to find ways to encourage behavior that makes everyone
happy and satisfies the child’s deepest needs. This includes the guidance of a wild spirit
in order to give it purpose and direction. The child that comes from the hand of God is to
be seen as a unique, distinctive person with destiny. Swindoll (2009) continued: “We are
to honor God’s creation of this one-of-a-kind individual by adapting our training to his or
her characteristic manner” (In the way section, para. 6).
Swindoll (2009) went on to say that there should be a duty for the parents to study
their children by developing an intimate relationship with each one of them. He added:
“Help each child discover his or her road—the path he or she was created to follow. Then
ask God to help you make the most of your child’s natural tendencies so that he or she
can live in harmony with God’s design” (In the way section, para. 7). Not in vain is it
said: “One’s actions as an adult are dictated by behaviors learned in childhood” (Farlex,
2015, para. 1).
Wordsworth (1882) used the expression, “the child is father of the man,” alluding
to childhood producing manhood (Khurana, 2019). In his understanding, Wordsworth
saw adulthood as a product of childhood. He would rather pay the high price of death
than lose what he describes “that leap of the heart and youthful enthusiasm” (Khurana,
2019, para. 3). Everything that is learned in the early years is brought into adulthood.
Nature is an example of that concept which also applies to humans: “As the twig is bent,
so is the tree inclined” (Farlex, 2015, para. 1).
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This proverb of the early 18th century informs us that the early influences have a
permanent effect on the life of the individual. White (1954) underlined the idea that God
wants every child at a tender age to belong to Him and to be adopted into His family. At
that age, the current of their thoughts may be changed, and sin will not be attracted but
rather shunned and hated.
Children imitate their parents; that is why parents should take great care to be
correct models for their children. Parents who are kind and polite at home, while at the
same time firm and decided, will see these traits manifested in their children. If parents
are honest, upright, and honorable, their children will likely follow them in these traits.
“In the family, fathers and mothers should ever-present before their children the example
they wish to be imitated” (White, 1954, p. 215).

Vulnerable Belief System
In his recent study, Barna (2016) showed that many young people in America
have challenges in their spiritual walk with God. They cannot relate much to their faith
either. “Just a little over 50% of the preteens” whom Barna surveyed believed that the
God of the Bible is true. “Half of them” confirmed the importance of faith in their lives;
“four out of ten claimed” that to know the main purpose of life and its meaning, is to love
God with all one’s heart, soul, and strength; and “only one-third stated” that the Bible is
accurate in all its teaching. One of the fundamental beliefs of the Bible is the resurrection
of Jesus Christ and “only one-third” of them believed this. About one-quarter believe in
the existence of Satan and less than 20% understand their responsibility in sharing their
faith with others (p. 73).
On the other hand, the majority of these young people believe the idea that Jesus
11

Christ sinned when He lived on earth. They also believe that the Holy Spirit is seen as a
symbol and not as a co-eternal Person that enables them to understand scripture (1 Cor
2:2), to bring spiritual birth (Eph 2:1) and awareness of sin and conviction of lostness and
need for a Savior (John 16:8) (Barna, 2016).
The study has also shown that among the high school and college students who
describe themselves as an atheist, agnostic, or “none,” the number has tripled in the past
decade alone. Furthermore, a significant number of young Americans are leaving their
churches today (Barna, 2003b). It seems clear that they have a vulnerable belief system
that sometimes falls prey to other powerful sources.
According to Barna’s prognosis, six out of ten teenagers will leave their activities
at their churches as soon as they leave home for college. As the participation and
attendance decrease, so do baptisms. According to the research, no recovery is in sight.
The church, the denomination has no answers and no matter which way the approach is,
young people are leaving their churches (Barna, 2003b). Many researchers have looked at
the current believers of faith in the United States and they blame the church: it is not
doing enough to keep its youth. Attrition is blamed on old music, sermons that seem to be
boring, and a church that has no current relevance.
There are various explanations why many youths are leaving the church. One
suggestion is that the secularization of our society has allowed the church to become
more liberal and has eroded the distinctiveness of the followers of Christ and its message.
The church could certainly do better, but the current exodus from the Christian faith in
America cannot be laid on the church alone (Barna & Myers, 2017).
Others claim that the reason for the attrition is the introduction of sexual teaching
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in our public schools and the dropping of prayers within this school system. This has
been a significant source of criticisms towards the administration and leadership of public
schools. There may be some truth in it. And we can find all sorts of excuses, apologies,
and other reasons. But the facts cannot lie! An elderly man made a statement that was a
simple one but also a sober one. He said: “Our problem is not that we don’t have prayer
in the public schools anymore. Our problem is that we don’t have prayer in our homes
anymore” (Barna & Myers, 2017, p. 79).

Parental Faithfulness
Education and redemption are one, and they are interwoven in each other. By
neglecting one, the failure of the other will follow. The ultimate goal of all learning
should be to understand more about our Creator-Redeemer and to reflect that
understanding in our personal lives (White, 1903). Parents are responsible for the
spiritual development of children (Anthony et al., 2011).
This view is dramatically different from the view presented in the Republic. In the
Republic, the platonic view taught that a child should not even know his or her parents,
but be a common possession of the city (Anthony et al., 2011). How different it is from
the teaching of the Old Testament and the current understanding which says: “It takes a
village to raise a child.” Nevertheless, Ephesians 6 teaches that the primary responsibility
of raising children is that of the parents (Anthony et al., 2011).
At the very beginning of the Scriptures, we find the origin and the institution of
the family. The Hebrew words for family are ( שֵׁ בֶ טshēbet) and ( מַ טָּ הmattāh),--meaning
tribe (Thomas, 1998). God never intended for a man to live alone. After creating the
plans, and animals He created a suitable partner for Adam. According to Goodman and
13

Dollahite (2006), “so God created woman to fulfill humanity” (Pitti, 2019, p. 8). White
stated: “God created the family, and He has a divine purpose for it” (White, 1970, p. 21),
and the family “was instituted at creation” (White, 1954, p. 535). Therefore, the family is
the “oldest of all human institutions” (Pitti, 2019, p. 8).
In ancient Israel, the home was the base and the center of religious education. In
this model, the father was seen as a leader in educating his children and he was the person
who was responsible to make this happen. The education that took place in the Israelite
home had a dual purpose: (a) to teach the meaning of the covenant and its history of how
the Almighty God was keeping this covenant with His people and (b) to emphasize that
the responsibility of the parents was to teach children how to live ethically (Anthony et
al., 2011). In this model, the father of the family was responsible for offering sacrifices,
convening circumcision, a spiritual act of obedience based on the Bible (Gen 8:20; 12:78; 21:4; Anthony et al., 2011).
Based on his experience and research, Barna and Myers (2017) claimed that
parents have the responsibility to pass on their faith to the heart of their children. Parents
should always accept this as their primary God-given responsibility (p. 66). Many parents
are aware of their responsibilities. However, they either do not know how to lead their
children to conversion, or they surrender to the societal norms and pressure to which their
children are exposed.
Growing up as a Christian, I have seen these tendencies to which Barna and
Myers (2017) referred among young people in the Adventist Church. Barna and Myers
(2017) have revealed that young people raised in Christian homes have faced those
challenges and struggles on a continuum. Receiving religious instruction, sitting in the
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pews of their churches, somehow does not keep them in the church, except there is a
sincere conversion to Jesus and genuine commitment to their Christian faith. Barna and
Myers (2017) found that since young believers are leaving the church, it seems that
parents are failing in their task of teaching young believers to walk according to the
biblical teaching.
Barna and Myers (2017) believed that the downturn of Christianity in America
today is not a symptom of churches in crisis but more a sign of families in spiritual crisis.
Churches, for the most part, are made up of families. Christian families, therefore, are at
the heart of this struggle. They conclude their observation that the problem is the family.
They strongly claimed that parents have just one simple job. Their primary responsibility
is “to raise their children to love Christ and live a life that brings Him glory” (p. 68).
It seems that the believing parents have no other duty to fulfill but raise spiritual
champions. This is not true; they have multiple roles and tasks to fulfill. The ultimate
goal and the most important duty as a believing parent should be raising their children
according to biblical principles.
Additionally, all parents love their children and want them to be in church.
Guiding children along the path of faith is not an easy task. Barna and Myers (2017) have
found that the lack of effort is not the problem. Parents do a lot for their families and
children. Some parents take second jobs, work extra shifts, and take fewer vacations than
other families just to make ends meet. To tell them to do more is probably the last thing
they need to hear. It seems to be not a lack of effort, but simply a failure of priorities.
In her writings, White (1888) gave clear guidelines about the age of children and
their readiness for baptism:
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Children of eight, ten or twelve years, are old enough to be addressed on the subject
of personal religion. Do not teach your children with reference to some future period
when they shall be old enough to repent and believe the truth. If properly instructed,
very young children may have correct views of their state as sinners, and of the way
of salvation through Christ. (p. 400)
According to White (1904), baptism is the symbolic beginning of the spiritual
journey of individuals who have accepted Christ as their personal Saviour.
Before the disciples shall compass the threshold, there is to be the imprint of the
sacred name, baptizing the believers in the name of the threefold powers in the
heavenly world. The human mind is impressed in this ceremony, the beginning of the
Christian life. (para. 16)
Tertullian, one of the church fathers of the third century who questioned infant
baptism, suggested that the baptism of infants should be delayed until they become older
children. In the case of little children, he cited the scriptures:
The Lord does indeed say, “Forbid them not to come unto me.” Let them “come,”
then, while they are growing up; let them “come” while they are learning, while they
are learning whither to come; let them become Christians when they have become
able to know Christ. (Lane, 2004, p. 114)
Thus, other early church voices, likewise, spoke up to indicate that “baptism is for older
children and adults” (Strange, 1996, p. 87).
At the time Jesus rebuked His disciples not to forbid the children to come to Him,
He was addressing
His followers in all ages,—to officers of the church, to ministers, helpers, and all
Christians. Jesus is drawing the children, and He bids us, “Suffer them to come;” as if
He would say, “They will come if you do not hinder them.” (White, 1898, p. 517)
The promise of the Lord is this:
Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be clean: from all your
filthiness, and from all your idols, will I cleanse you. A new heart also will I give
you, and a new spirit will I put within you: and I will take away the stony heart out of
your flesh, and I will give you a heart of flesh. And I will put my spirit within you,
and cause you to walk in my statutes, and ye shall keep my judgments, and do them.
(Ezek 36:25-27)
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Having surrendered their lives to Christ and being obedient to their parents as
they followed the Lord, juniors and early teens arrive at the key moment in their spiritual
growth—baptism. Parents are the key leaders in preparing children for baptism—the
greatest event of their lives in following Jesus on their spiritual journey. Children should
understand the baptismal vow, a simplified version of which should be reviewed before
there are baptized (see Appendix F). With their parents, they should be presented to the
Lord in consecration and should be asked to pray, preferably in the home. This act will
show that they appreciate the stand they are about to take in baptism. White encouraged
parents accordingly:
When the Spirit of the Lord works upon the hearts of the parents, their prayers and
tears will come up before God, and they will earnestly entreat, and will receive grace
and wisdom from heaven, and will be able to work for their unconverted children. As
this Spirit is manifested in the home, it will be brought into the church, and those who
are home missionaries will also become agents for God in the church and in the
world. The institutions which God has planted will bear an entirely different mold.
(White, 1893, p. 2)

The Stewardship of Children
The word stewardship means, “the careful and responsible management of
something entrusted to one’s care” (Stewardship, 2019). In other words, a good steward
is one who takes good care of something that does not belong to him and is in charge of
what has been entrusted to him. The biblical principle of good stewardship of talents,
time, and treasure is well fitted in this context. God has entrusted us with time and
talents, gifts, and responsibilities to use for His glory. We understand that everything
comes from God, and as good stewards, we must use those resources and materials in the
way He had planned for us. Applying these principles of stewardship towards our
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children we can consider ourselves as blessed ones. We have been entrusted with the
greatest gifts for which to care.
Barna and Myers (2017) put it this way: “Each believer blessed with children has
the capacity to be an instrument in God’s hands to mold and shape them into His image
to be used for His purposes” (p. 71). White (1903) emphasized the importance of the
influence of the home in the formation of a child’s character. She underlines the role of a
teacher as a supplement but by no means a replacement of the parent. She sees it in a
cooperative way towards the well-being of the child.
The work of co-operation should begin with the father and mother themselves, in
the home life. In the training of their children, they have a joint responsibility, and it
should be their constant endeavor to act together. Let them yield themselves to God,
seeking help from Him to sustain each other. Let them teach their children to be true to
God, true to principle, and thus true to themselves and to all with whom they are
connected. With such training, children when sent to school will not be a cause of
disturbance or anxiety. They will be a support to their teachers, and an example of
encouragement to their fellow pupils (White, 1903).
The apostle Paul, addressing the question of stewardship, said to Timothy: “Guard
what has been entrusted to your care” (1 Tim 6:20). In the context of this Bible verse
parents are not doing well in guarding the most important thing that was entrusted into
their care, “namely, their children and their children’s relationship with Christ” (Barna &
Myers, 2017, p. 71).
The Seventh-day Adventist Bible Commentary on this passage of Paul’s letter to
Timothy renders the statement this way: “Guard the deposit” (p. 321). “Paul knew that
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the purity of the gospel message would depend upon the faithfulness of the next
generation of workers, represented by young Timothy” (Nichol, 1976, p. 321). The
questions of priority are clearly not taken seriously enough. Somehow other concerns
have taken over and seem to be more important than the spiritual growth and welfare of
their children. Many other duties and responsibilities have put this parental function on
the back burner.
Priorities are set on urgent things and not on the most important things, and as we
know, the urgency tends to consume their time and energy. Society sets norms and deems
them to be more important, but they are not. These so-called priorities are not bad things.
“Careers, homes, cars, recreational activities, personal success, and our children’s
achievements are not bad of themselves. But when they replace the supremacy of God’s
will in the life of your family, they morph into something destructive” (Barna & Myers,
2017, p. 78).
Having a good job is certainly a blessing from God, but when the family is
suffering because of it, then it becomes an imposter. The same thing is true with
important friendships; but when the friends come between us and God’s purpose for our
family, then this bonding has a negative influence on us and our family. In the same way,
helping our children to succeed, is a good and noble goal, and so is setting other high
goals. But when their success, robes them of their spiritual growth, or they become selfcentered, we are missing the goal of raising spiritual champions.
Priorities that are set by the world and not by the heavenly Father too often
dominate parental behavior. Many parents get caught up in chasing decaying priorities
and are desperate to attempt to do more than their time and resources allow. How do they
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manage? As good delegators, we often look for options to get our problems solved, by
trying to delegate things to others. In many cases, because of the overloads in our lives,
we delegate the spiritual development of our children to others and expect great results.
And the one duty that God has entrusted to us—the spiritual development of the
children—is done by others (Barna & Myers, 2017).
Both the Old and the New Testament talk about parents and their stewardship of
teaching their little ones. Anthony et al. (2011) gives us another viewpoint of Solomon’s
counsel to parents in Prov 22:6: “Train up a child in the way he should go, even when he
is old he will not depart from it” (p. 25). The verb train in the eyes of the wiseman has a
deeper meaning than just telling children what to do, it carries the idea that the parents
were able to teach the skill or the ability that the child would possess in making the right
choices and decisions. “When parents successfully teach their children how to make
moral decisions on their own, they can be confident that the training also will guide their
future life choices” (Anthony et al., 2011, p. 25).
This understanding was also supported by the reformer Martin Luther who
emphasized the importance of parenting: “Most certainly father and mother are apostles,
bishops, and priests to their children, for it is they who make them acquainted with the
gospel. In short, there is no greater or nobler authority on earth than that of parents over
their children, for this authority is both spiritual and temporal” (Bunge, 1970, p. 23).
Jesus’ Childhood
There is not much of the childhood of Jesus in the scripture, and the number of
references about children and spirituality is limited, but the Scriptures clearly
demonstrate a consistent model that parents have passed down their faith to their
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children. According to Blanchette (2011), from the earliest days in biblical history,
parents and other family members were the key models in sharing the care and love of
Yahweh towards His people. “The telling of these stories was viewed as an important
venue for passing on the faith” (p. 78).
The following Scripture called the Shema was used to rear children in the faith.
Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the Lord is one. Love the LORD your God with
all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength. These commandments
that I give you today are to be upon your hearts. Impress them on your children. Talk
about them when you sit at home and when you walk along the road, when you lie
down and when you get up. Tie them as symbols on your hands and bind them on
your foreheads. Write them on the doorframes of your house and your gates. (Deut
6:4-9)
The Shema was the most sacred and well-known passage in the Jewish Torah and
it is found in the core of the book of Deuteronomy: to love God. In his final appeal to his
people and the future generations, Moses used the model of God’s love towards His
people. A compassionate God is the only God of worship. Moses called his people to be
faithful to the true and loving God, to serve Him, to obey, and to follow the words of the
book.
As a way of demonstrating their love for God, Moses challenges the people to
hide God’s words in their hearts so that the way they live their lives will match up with
what they understand and confess with their mouths: they would model obedience.
Parents were to be the example of loving God with all their hearts and after they lived
according to these principles, they were ready to teach their children to hide God’s
commands in their own hearts with all diligence. The implication of the passages
mentioned above had to be done at all times, all places, and with the intention, as parents
were obedient to God’s commands. Parents were to teach their children to love God,
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which was observed by being compliant with His laws. This would show the level of
success in teaching if children learned obedience.
White (2017) described Jesus as a child who “manifested a peculiar loveliness of
disposition.” He was always ready and willing to serve others. He showed such “patience,
that nothing could disturb him,” and a truthfulness that would never sacrifice integrity.
“Firm as a rock,” Jesus’ life revealed the grace of unselfish courtesy. “With deep
earnestness, the mother of Jesus watched the unfolding of His powers and beheld the
impress of perfection upon His character. With delight, she sought to encourage that
bright, receptive mind” (p. 46).
White (2017) continued to say that Mary’s help came from above. Guided by the
Holy Spirit, she received her wisdom to co-operate with the heavenly agencies. “The
Lord had directed that even from babyhood the children should be taught of His goodness
and His greatness, especially as revealed in His law, and shown in the history of Israel”
(p. 69). With songs, prayers and lessons from the Scripture the children’s mind was to be
nourished. “Fathers and mothers were to instruct their children that the law of God is an
expression of His character, and that as they received the principles of the law into the
heart, the image of God was traced on mind and soul” (White, 1955, p. 43).
Jesus did not receive his education from the synagogue schools. Mary was Jesus’
first human teacher. Her lips were the channels of instruction from the scrolls of the
prophets, his teachings were from above. As Jesus advanced from childhood to youth, he
did not seek education from rabbis, for His source of instruction was God himself. That is
why we find a brief record of His early life: “The child grew, and waxed strong in spirit,
filled with wisdom: and the grace of God was upon Him” (Luke 2:52).
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Jesus understood the Scriptures better than the rabbis. “The rabbis were ashamed
of being instructed by a child and indignant at His opposition. They soon realized that
Jesus’ spiritual understanding was far beyond theirs” (White, 2002, p. 8).
Jesus’ choices were not always clear to His parents, especially from the time they
found Him at the temple at the age of 12. The happiest time that Jesus spent was alone
with God and nature. “Early in the morning He would go to a quiet place to meditate,
read the Bible, and pray. Then He would return home to do the family chores. He loved
to help suffering persons, and even suffering animals.” Every person found value in the
eyes of Jesus. Jesus always found ways to encourage the sick, oppressed, and discouraged
persons. Sometimes He gave away His own lunch to the hungry (White, 1898, p. 85).
At a very early age Jesus began to act for Himself in the formation of character, and
not even respect and love for His parents could turn Him from obedience to God. The
words of the Scripture became the reason for everything He did and that was very
different from the family’s customs. (White, 1898, p. 88)
Timothy’s Childhood
There is not much said about Timothy’s childhood in the Holy Scriptures. In fact,
there is only one instance in the New Testament where his grandmother Lois and his
mother Eunice are mentioned. In his second letter to Timothy, the apostle Paul mentioned
the “faithfulness of these women in raising Timothy with such a devout and fervent faith”
(Who were Lois and Eunice in the Bible?, n.d.). The Bible records it this way: “I am
reminded of your sincere faith, which first lived in your grandmother Lois and in your
mother Eunice and, I am persuaded, now lives in you also” (2 Tim 1:5).
The Seventh-day Adventist Bible Commentary for the passage of 2 Timothy 1:5
underlined “the influence of these Christian women because Timothy’s father, who
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possibly died when his son was a lad, was a Greek and thus perhaps indifferent to the true
God” (Nichol, 1980, p. 328).
That same Got Questions website provides further information that Eunice was a
Jewish believer and her husband was a Greek man (Acts 16:1). The Seventh-day
Adventist Bible Commentary states that the apostle Paul was “persuaded of the
genuineness of Timothy’s consecration and his essential abilities prior to his ordination;
and his consequent service has vindicated Paul’s earlier confidence” (Nichol, 1980, p.
328).
The apostle Paul affirmed the sincere “faith” of his grandmother and mother that
was instilled in the earliest years of Timothy’s life. Paul continued that the faith of his
ancestors would not be the saving “faith” for the young Timothy. “Second- and thirdgeneration church members cannot trust to mere acquaintance with the gospel for their
salvation; it must become a personal “faith,” which brings courage and peace from day to
day” (Nichol, 1980, p. 328).
The godly upbringing of Timothy is found in 2 Timothy 3:14-15:
You, however, continue in the things you have learned and become convinced of,
knowing from whom you have learned them, and that from childhood you have
known the sacred writings which are able to give you the wisdom that leads to
salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus.
In Paul’s reference to Timothy’s spiritual growth, he cites “Timothy’s godly
mother and grandmother, Eunice and Lois, who taught him the Jewish Scriptures from
infancy. They, along with Timothy, received Paul’s teaching about the Messiah and Paul
continued to train young Timothy in the things of Christ” (Who were Lois and Eunice in
the Bible?, n.d., para. 4).
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We can see how these Christian women were a powerful influence on the life of a
young person.
Paul recognized the life-changing contributions of these two women in a day when
women were rarely mentioned by name. He honored their impact in preparing his
young protégé, who later joined Paul in his travels (Romans 16:21) and eventually
became the pastor the church at Ephesus (1 Timothy 1:3). (Who were Lois and
Eunice in the Bible?, n.d., para. 5)
Lois and Eunice are an encouragement to all Christian mothers, setting an
example that a godly influence has an eternal impact not only on the lives of those whom
they raise, but also for future generations (Who were Lois and Eunice in the Bible? n.d.).
Ellen Harmon’s Conversion
Ellen Harmon (later White) was born on November 26, 1827, at Gorham, Maine,
(on the westside of Portland) and she died on July 16, 1915, at Elmshaven, near St.
Helena, California. Her whole life was dedicated to the Lord Jesus Christ, her Saviour.
She grew up in a Methodist home where she learned about Jesus, but until age nine, there
was none of the extraordinary spiritual potential seen in her life (Moon, 2003).
According to Burt (1998), Ellen had her “three-step conversion” between 1836
and 1843. Her life before conversion is described as “naturally proud and ambitious”
(White, 1915b, p. 39). She had not shared much about her spirituality during those early
years and was mostly embarrassed and very secretive about spiritual things at that time.
Her biggest fear was that she might die, and find herself on the side of the lost, and not be
saved. Her mother, Eunice, played an important role in Ellen’s conversion. She prayed
for her daughter, Ellen, continually and her prayers were heard (White, 1852).
Outwardly Ellen appeared always as a fearless young girl, but behind the brave
front, she was concealing her anxiety and insecurity about her salvation (White, 1852).
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Looking back Ellen described her condition this way: “I might not have been inclined to
give my heart to Jesus, had it not been for the sore affliction that had cut me off … from
the triumphs and vanities of the world” (White, 1915b, p. 39). Her life-changing
experience started with an accident at the age of nine (fall of 1836), as an angry classmate
threw a stone that hit her face and broke her nose. That incident led to an extensive loss
of blood (White, 1860).
That accident also put her in a coma for three weeks, and bedridden for many
more weeks, looking like a skeleton. Looking at her health condition, no one except her
mother believed that Ellen would ever recover. Her physical condition seemed hopeless.
Her hands were trembling, and her immune system was weakened. Moreover, for two
years she was not able to breathe through her nose and she experienced concentration
deficits, faintness, and dizziness (White, 1915b; 1860).
Not only did she lose her health, but also her physical attractiveness, social
acceptance, the opportunity of education and friends. In this condition, the nine-year-old
girl started to pray that her Savior would prepare her to die (White, 1860). This was the
first stage of her conversion—a deathbed surrender to Jesus. In her prayers, she expressed
the desire to be a Christian and asked for forgiveness of her sins. After the surrender,
sensing a wish to become a child of God and to repent, Ellen experienced peace in her
heart and mind. She subsequently wished that everyone would experience that peace and
be forgiven as she was (White, 1860).
After she realized that she did not die as she had expected, she was led into the
second stage of her conversion – understanding justification. On one hand, she was upset
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with God because of her physical condition; on the other hand, she had not fully
understood God’s character.
She had seen Him as a God who was angry with her and had prepared an eternal
hell for her. The books which she read about happy Christian children who were free
from doubts, sins, and weaknesses made her believe that she would never reach that stage
in her life. During that time, she was exposed to William Millers’ meetings and was
convicted that Jesus’ return was very soon. This made her even more fearful, no sure that
she was ready to meet Jesus. At the age of 12, Ellen attended her first and last Methodist
camp meeting where she heard a minister preach on Esther 4:16: “So I will go in unto the
king, … and if I perish, I perish.”
She was encouraged that fear was not the way God works, and if people did not
come to God, they would be considered lost anyhow and perish as sinners. Besides that,
there was nothing to fear as Esther demonstrated in her relationship with the Persian king.
After the persuasive appeal of the minister, Ellen went forward to the altar call where she
found peace and joy (1 Tim 1: 17-18. “Again, and again I said to myself: ‘Can this be
religion? Am I not mistaken?’… I felt that the Saviour had blessed me and pardoned my
sins” (White, 1868, p. 18). After six-month probation, she was baptized by the Methodist
pastor on June 26, 1842, in Casco Bay.
In her third stage of conversion, she found assurance. After the visits of William
Miller, her misconceptions of sanctification, hellfire, and the character of God were more
clearly understood, and she found greater and lasting peace. In her later writings, she not
only showed her faith and assurance in Christ but also demonstrated that she was the
person who was mainly responsible for strengthening the faith of others, under the
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direction of the Holy Spirit. The Lord used her as an instrument, to instruct, correct, and
help others develop a strong relationship with Christ. It is clearly seen, that Ellen indeed
experienced true conversion, and got all her questions answered (White, 1868).
Ellen’s conversion helped her to see God as a loving Father, Jesus as her Saviour
who accepted her as she was and filled her heart with happiness and joy. Her accident
resulted in multiple losses in her life — “loss of health, loss of physical attractiveness,
loss of friends, loss of hope for an education, and loss of any expectation for a normal
life” (Moon, 2003, p. 2).
As a youth, Ellen had also a struggle in the matter of spiritual things. She had
questioned God’s justice and the mishap in her childhood. But the Holy Spirit impressed
her young mind with truth and she came to believe that all things in her life would work
out for her good (Rom 8:28). Not only did she find Jesus but she also found her calling
into His work, as a teenager. Living through the Great Disappointment, in 1843 and
October 22, 1844, she later recalls this time as “the happiest year of my life” (Moon &
Kaiser, 2013, p. 29).

Summary
This chapter focused on the solemn mandate given to parents about raising
children. The commandment to go teach, baptize, and make disciples (Matt 28:18-20)
includes children as much as adults, and the family is the first mission field. The
vulnerable belief system of children focuses on the period of life when they are most
receptive to the message of Jesus. The Bible makes it clear that parents are stewards and
children are given to them by God to raise them according to His will and for the purpose
for which they were created.
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The nurturing of Jesus and Timothy in childhood was noted as models for parents.
The life of Ellen Harmon also provides an understanding of the importance of conversion
in the spiritual development of children.
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CHAPTER 3

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
In this chapter, the three-legged stool as a metaphor for home, school, and church
is discussed, as well as the reasons why these institutions are important in the conversion
process of children ages 10-14. The Valuegenesis studies are revisited to evaluate their
relevance to this study, along with current literature. A definition of children’s spirituality
is presented, and the process of conversion and baptism of children are discussed.

Three-Legged Stool: Home, Church, School
The Role of the Home
The Lord in His wisdom has decreed that the family shall be the greatest of all
educational agencies. White (1952) confirmed this: “It is in the home that the education
of the child is to begin. Here is his first school. Here, with his parents as instructors, he is
to learn the lessons that are to guide him throughout life – lessons of respect, obedience,
reverence, self-control. The educational influences of the home are a decided power for
good or for evil” (p.139).
The influences in the home are silent and gradual, but if rightly applied and
empowered, they become a foundational power for truth and righteousness (White,
1952). She concluded: “If the child is not instructed aright here, Satan will educate him
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through agencies of his choosing. How important, then, is the school in the home!” (p.
140). Therefore, the home is primary not only in the physical development of the child
but also in the social social-emotional, mental and spiritual growth.
The roles of the church and the school, complement and build on what began in
the home. We may refer to the three-some factors in the development of the child as a
three-legged-stool. A view in history shows that the family model of ministry has a much
longer tradition than we see in our society and churches today. According to Bellah (p.
296, as cited in Anthony, 2011, p. 208), taking a look into the biblical history it becomes
crystal clear that the “human development and church history all point to the family as
the place, in the earliest of years, where faith can be nourished and formed” (p. 208).
History has shown that the harmonious development of the child is best achieved
in the context of cooperative interaction of the three-legged stool. This highlights the
importance of Christian education being taught in three areas of a young person’s life—
the church, the home, and the school (Vans, 2021).
While the three-legged stool is significantly important as a metaphor, “the family
leg” of the stool takes precedence over the school and the church legs. Vans (2021)
underscored the teaching of the scripture that early education of the child is the
responsibility of the parents. God provides the means and He equips parents to fulfill
their God-given responsibility (Heb 13:21).
God has entrusted parents with parental wisdom that, to some degree, makes them
educational experts. It is the Lord who holds up our efforts to educate our children in his
ways in an atmosphere in which they can be surrounded by his covenant people. Also, the
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model does a good job describing the influences on a child’s education – children are
indeed influenced by the church, home, and school (Vans, 2021).
Dudley and Gillespie (1992) received this reflection from a parent. “As a parent, I
realized that my attitudes, actions, and faults are likely to be reproduced in the lives of
my offspring. Everything I do, say and am may have eternal consequences. I cannot
escape this position of influence. Just how we model Jesus and His love has a profound
influence. Often youth look only at their parents as the model for the church” (p. 213). He
continues to say, that parents who are quick in passing judgment, who tend to have
arguments, are often frustrated in the way they provide a model of the love of God for
their children. Dudley and Gillespie (1992) concluded: “Just as we can model negatively
to our youth, we also know that parents can make a difference for good in the lives of
their children” (p. 214).
White (1952) stressed that parents should teach their children by precept and
example the love and the fear of God. They should teach them to be intelligent, social,
affectionate. A habit of industry, economy, and self-denial. “By giving their children
love, sympathy, and encouragement at home, parents may provide for them a safe and
welcome retreat from many of the world’s temptations” (p. 142). White further
underscores this concept: “It is the home school that our boys and girls are to be prepared
to attend the church school. Diligent, faithful instruction in the home is the best
preparation that the children can receive for school life” (p. 142).

The Role of the School
White (1903) provides an excellent description of a true education. “True
education has to do with the whole being, and with the whole period of existence possible
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to man. It is the harmonious development of the physical, mental, and spiritual powers. It
prepares the student for the joy of service in this world and for the higher hoy of wider
served in the world to come” (p. 13).
Parents are the key players in the life of their children. Although the home is
considered the first and foremost place where values are shared, learned, and applied, the
church school should be seen as a place for the reinforcement of students’ commitment to
Adventist’s core beliefs, such as Sabbath keeping, modesty, purity, and healthful living.
“Schools can be a clear help here if they reinforce these values in a clear, loving, and
grace-oriented way.” The schools could also provide a strong clarification and
reinforcement of the Adventist mission and its purpose (Gillespie, 2005).
The researchers of Valuegenesis2 have found out that many church baptisms are
directly related to the schools. “The role of teachers in inspiring commitment to Jesus
cannot be overemphasized. 64% of the young people in our study saw their schools as
encouraging students to make positive choices in the area of the Adventist way of life”
(Gillespie, 2005, p. 18).
In his book, Lawton (2010), presents the idea that in the context of religious
community adults have the responsibility to teach children how to live with others and be
responsible to others as well as providing support for children’s spiritual experiences
within a religious framework rather than as isolated personal experiences. Ruppell (2004,
p. 374), emphasizing the idea of spiritual formation state: “Within the context of faithbased school, multiple program practices work together to create a climate that supports
spiritual development and religious education.”
Wangerin (2003) underscores the idea that teaching children the story of the Bible
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is essential because it connects children with the truth and gives them meaning in life.
May (2006) agrees with Wangerin (2003) that the Bible story is an aspect of spiritual
development, and Bartholomew and Goheen (2004) affirm that the idea that Bible is not
only a collection of stories but see in it a formative in human lives. Stonehouse and May
(2008) also present the idea that children meet God in the stories of the Bible. In addition
to that, “teachers must choose stories that relate to the young child’s development level.
As well as teaching Bible stories to children, some parents and teachers encourage
children to memorize Bible verses” (Myers, 2010).
In this sense, Carlson and Crupper, (as cited in Myers, 2009) continue to say:
“Christian educators who follow the instructional-analytic model of Christian education
believe that learning the Bible will create an educational situation where reflection,
practice, and obedience occur” (p. 19).

The Role of the Church
Both the Old Testament and the New Testament provide a very fundamental and
clear picture of God’s care for marriages, families, and children (1 Cor 7; Ps 139; Deut 6;
Gen 2; Eph 5; Mal 2; Mark 10; Ps 78). Throughout the scripture, God provides the idea
of the family structure and its role as a family in the process of formation of the church
for tomorrow. “The role of the family is to provide spiritual nurturing and training, to
evangelize, disciple, and raise godly children” (Anthony et al., 2011). We live in a sinful
world and the family and its functionality is often not the place that it once was and the
church can be a great support to the parents and the families in this process, in providing
spiritual support and guidance for children.
Akers (1990) confirmed the necessity of the three-legged-stool educational
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system. The author makes it very clear that all three have to be in this together:
If the family’s lifestyle is worldly (particularly with respect to unregulated television
viewing), the children and youth who attend church school are thrown into spiritual
chaos. They find themselves living in two different worlds, each with its own value
system. (Akers, 1990, p. 8)
The family has been under attack since the creation of the world and the battle
will continue until Jesus returns. In this article, Akers (1990) emphasized the importance
of working harmoniously, if we want to succeed and see our kids thriving. If the family
does not cooperate with the school and vice-versa, the author continues: “This produces a
state of suspension and internal conflict. Many of them do not survive this battle,
becoming mere numbers in the church's youth attrition statistics” (Akers, 1990, p. 8). The
church must do everything to decrease the attrition rate, working towards a genuine
progress in the lives of its youth for whom it is responsible.
According to Bellah (p. 296, as cited in Anthony, 2011, p. 208), “Churches are at
present infirmaries for sick families, and they must continue to be so under present
conditions. But if the illness is to be current, they must bring the family back into the
common life through activities and celebrations that join rather than isolate. Thus, if we
really want to re-appropriate the ‘traditional’ family, it will not be an idealized Victorian
house with Mom and Dad by the fireside but rather the much older idea of the family
embedded in community” (p. 208).

Valuegenesis Revisited
Valuegenesis is a research study done by religious educators of the Seventh-day
Adventist Church concerning the faith and values of Adventist youth in grades 6 through
12 attending Seventh-day Adventist schools. Three surveys were done—one in 1990, the
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second in 2000, both in the Southern Pacific Division; the third was done in 2010 in the
North American Division.
Referring to the first two Valuegenesis studies Bailey gave this evaluation:
Valuegenesis is unprecedented in size and scope, including more than 11,000 youth in the
total survey from elementary to high school. This research provides an omnibus portrait
of Adventist youth, documenting and evaluating the current condition of their faith
maturity, intrinsic and extrinsic religion, their values, their loyalty to Adventism, their
parents, and how each of these is reflected in their behaviors and how they live out their
faith in their homes, schools, and churches (Gillespie, 2005). “Valuegeneisis was
designed to provide a picture of the value system of Adventist youth – particularly those
in our schools – and to determine what factors in Adventist homes, schools, and churches
nurture the values and faith that we cherish in our young people” (p. 12).
In the Valuegenesis report, 75% of Adventist school youth were certain that they
made a commitment to Jesus Christ (Gillespie, 2005). The results of Valuegenesis show
that young people are in need “of a good home, a good church and a good church school
in order to have a good chance to develop mature Christian faith” (McClintock, 2012).
Based on the Valuegenesis report, “Christian commitment of young people
increases directly as the frequency of family worship increases (Valuegenesis, Study 1,
Core Report, 1993). Another highly significant relationship was found between parenting
style, commitment, belief, and lifestyle. In this study is clearly seen that parent’s
commitment to the church proportionally affected the commitment of their children to the
church. Freedom of choice was a highly influential denominator in the lives of children.
The study reveals that if the young people were given more freedom in their
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choice, they were more likely to show a positive attitude towards Adventist standards.
“The highly significant negative effect on Adventist standards of behavior was shown
where there is little love and the rules are strict” (Hughes, 1993, p. 50). In conclusion of
the significant study on faith and values transmission, Valuegenesis found “the
probability of a person having stronger spiritual growth and commitment doubled when
one had all three environments supporting each other.”
In his review of the Valuegenesis, Dudley and Gillespie (1992) suggested that the
parents are the key in fostering the development of a maturing faith in the lives of
children. In achieving this kind of goal, a dialogical relationship between the parent and
the child is crucial. He continues to say, “parents cannot consider their work done when
they send their youth to Adventist schools or even when they are supporters of Adventist
congregational life. The home is central. Enforcement works best here.” He adds, “when
the church or school is the center of enforcement, the church, and the Gospel seem to be
the losers” (p. 215).
In considering the subject of faith, values, and commitment, Dudley and Gillespie
(1992) showed that the church and the school have their very important roles to play, and
these roles are not to be diminished, but “it is well to remember that it all starts in the
home” (p. 215).
Family influences are paramount.” Dudley and Gillespie (1992) also stated that
the families are perhaps the most significant factors in helping to develop a life-giving
faith and deep religious commitment: “The attempt to revitalize our school and
congregation must begin here” (p. 216). “The winning, holding and training of our youth
comprise the heartbeat of the church, and its future may well depend on how well we
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utilize these findings [of Valuegenesis]” (p. 16).
Children’s Spirituality
Allen (2015) addressed the issue concerning women/mothers who were not
supporting their husbands in raising their children. Another extreme was that women
were blamed for over-supporting men by taking their husbands’ jobs, rather than staying
at home and allowing the men to work.
This dilemma had its beginning during and immediately following World War II
and still provides a battle that extends into the family dynamics and the spirituality of the
Christian homes (Allen, 2015). The definition of Christian spirituality by Sheldrake (as
cited in van der Merwe, 2018, p. 2) reads as follows: “the child’s development of a
conscious relationship with God, in Jesus Christ, through the indwelling of the Spirit,
within the context of a community of believers that fosters that relationship, as well as the
child’s understanding of, and response to, that relationship.”
Is children’s spirituality qualitatively different from adult spirituality? There have
been many definitions of Christian spirituality in general, but only a few definitions of
children’s spirituality. Allen’s (2008) definition of children’s spirituality is as follows:
“The child’s development of a conscious relationship with God, in Jesus Christ, through
the Holy Spirit, within the context of a community of believers that fosters that
relationship, as well as the child’s understanding of, and response to, that relationship”
(p. 11).
Morgenthaler (1999) defined children’s spirituality in a Christian setting: “The
child’s development of an awareness of the relationship which has been imitated by God
in and through baptism, the role of the child’s community in fostering that relationship,
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and the child’s understanding of, and response to, that relationship” (p. 6).
In order to guide the children in that kind of experience, parents need to dive into
that experience themselves in an intimate relationship with God. According to Groome
(1988), “Spirituality is our conscious attending to God’s loving initiative and presence in
our lives and to the movement of God’s spirit to commit ourselves to wholeness for
ourselves and for all humankind by living in right relationship with God, ourselves, and
others in every dimension and activity of our lives” (p. 10).
This kind of spirituality provides evidence of the condition of an inward
relationship with God that is seen by the world outside. It highlights the crucial
component of spirituality because it has the outward evidence in the Christian life (Allen,
as cited in Myers, 2010). According to Richards (1983), the spiritual formation and
education in the Old Testament of children is completely done within the members of the
community and not separate from them. “Children are assumed as part of, rather than
separated from, the body of believers” (p. 45).
The intention of God was that parents would be the primary source of religious
education for their children and that the home would be the first classroom for the most
important life lessons, and that His commandments would be passed on to the next
generation through the parents and the home. In Deuteronomy 6:6-7 God gave the
commandments and the instructions “to impress them on your children” (NIV). This was
a vital and natural part of the life of a child and the annual festivals played an important
role in the spiritual formation and shaping of a child. Passover, Sabbath rest, and all these
festivals revealed the past of that nation and formed and shaped the faith of a child.
In Exodus 12:25-27, God instructed His people: “When you enter the land that the
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Lord will give you as He promised, observe this ceremony. And when your children ask
you, ‘What does this ceremony mean to you?’ then tell them, ‘It is the Passover sacrifice
to the Lord, who passed over the houses of the Israelites in Egypt and spared our homes
when he struck down the Egyptians.”
Richards (1983) saw this as God’s plan that the family would be the greenhouse
for the spiritual formation and the growth of children’s formation of faith. The New
Testament presents the concept of the spiritual training of children, their obedience to
their parents (Eph 6:1), that the church leaders must be faithful in living, succeed in
raising their own children (Tit 1:6), and those fathers should be careful in teaching and
nurturing their children (Col 3:21).
According to Anthony (2010), the New Testament does not provide any changes
in raising children which are different from Old Testament expectations. The
responsibility of spiritual formation and religious education in the home was always
God’s intentions in biblical times, and even today.
Anthony et al. (2011) believed that children in the New Testament were close to
the teaching of the Word of God because the spiritual formation of children took place in
the home. “Whether they formally participated in the spiritual practices, or scurried in
and out among their parents, children were a vital part of the faith community, gleaning
from modeling and instruction of their family members” (p. 209).
The spiritual formation of children begins at the early age of a child. Some even
suggest that spiritual formation begins before a child is even born. Brain development,
according to the research, begins in the womb in the third week of pregnancy (Mead
Johnson Nutrition, 2020). If this is the case, then the spiritual formation takes place at the
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same time. Psalm 139:15-16 states: My frame was not hidden from You when I was
made in secret, and skillfully wrought in the depths of the earth; Your eyes have seen my
unformed substance; and in Your book were all written the days that were ordained for
me, when as yet there was not one of them (NASB).
It can be said that children see the world with different eyes than their parents.
Maybe that is why Jesus used them as an example. He said: “Truly I tell you, unless you
change and become like little children, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven”
(Matt 18:3 NIV). According to Don Ratcliff, education professor, there are many children
who are actively searching for spiritual understanding, and this process begins at a young
age (as cited in Abel, 2022, para. 6). Ratcliff continued “that even very young children
have the ability to think abstractly” (as cited in Abel, 2022, para. 6).
David Elkind, professor of child study at Tufts University, identified three stages
of faith development in a child’s life (as cited in Abel, 2022, para. 10). There is the
“global” stage which goes until ages six or seven. Elkind said: “Most children lack an
understanding of abstract belief, and therefore can’t conceptualize the difference between
religious faiths. They can appreciate religious symbols and rituals, but won’t necessarily
connect them to the notion of an ‘invisible’ God” (as cited in Abel, 2022, para. 11). The
“concrete” stage for Elkind goes from 7-12, and children at this age are
still very grounded in the concrete, and are beginning to develop a greater sense of
spiritual identity based on personal experience and religious practice (I go to
church… and this is connected to who I am and who my family is). (as cited in Abel,
2022, para. 12)
While in the “concrete” stage, children are more dependent on rituals to
understand religious themes. The “personal connection” stage that is in the preadolescence stage is different, said Elkind (as cited in Abel, 2022, para. 13). In the pre41

adolescence stage, “a feeling of personal closeness to God often emerges, the budding of
what feels like an actual relationship” (para. 13). Elkind continued that for some young
teens, “God becomes a confidante, because you don’t want to share your thoughts with
anyone else who will tell your secrets” (para. 13).
Abel (2022) stated that
Young children are literal thinkers… Just because God is an abstract concept doesn't
mean children are ever too young to begin learning about faith. Kindness and sharing
are also abstract concepts that children can’t “see,” but they learn about them from
seeing others act in a kind way, or by sharing toys. (paras. 15-16)
In a similar way, children learn about faith by observing others’ good deeds and
connect them to their religious beliefs. Abel (2022) continued: “Children’s questions
about spiritual matters need to be treated with utmost respect, whether the question is
‘Does God talk to you?’ or ‘Why do we have to go to church?’” (para. 17).
Abel (2022) pointed out that parents should not be surprised about those kinds of
questions. Rather, she suggested the following approach: “‘Tell me more’ will encourage
children to express their own ideas” (para. 18). She underlined the importance of rituals
at home:
Many families think that taking children to church services… are the most valuable
parts of religious training. Research shows that home-based practices, whether
prayers at bedtime … [or other religious practices] have an even greater impact on a
child’s development of faith.” (para. 19)

The Conversion of Children
Conversion and baptism are two spiritual markers in the life of a child. Blanchette
(2011) said that celebrating the conversion and the baptism days, are like spiritual
milestones. They serve the Christian as much or in the same way as a diary serves as a
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reminder of life’s important moments -- A group picture, a note of a good friend, or a
Bible given to a child by someone dear to that child (Anthony et al., 2011).
Some were wondering how early a child can become a Christian. “Age has
nothing to do with it…. Love to Jesus, trust, repose, confidence are all qualities that agree
with the child’s nature” (White, 1954, p. 486). Barna (2003a) made a statement that
reinforces the concept of White (1954), “At the age of 9, most of the moral and spiritual
foundations of a child are in place” (p. 19). He continues to present the chart of ages of
children and young adults and the probability of accepting Jesus as their Saviour (see
Table 1).

Table 1
Probability of Children Accepting Jesus
Ages
5-12
13-18
19 and older
Data from Barna, 2003a.

Probability
32%
4%
6%

Barna Group (2004, para. 2) presented the results of a survey after asking 2,632
adult Christian about their conversion. Forty-three percent stated that they came to Christ
before age 13. Between the ages, 13-17 were 21%, only 13% between 18-21, and after
the age of 21, 23%. In this perspective, it becomes very clear that the majority of
individuals who have accepted Jesus as their Savior were under the age of 13 (see
Appendix E).
That is why White (1880) emphasized the maturity of a child at an early age. “As
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soon as a child can love and trust his mother, then can he love and trust Jesus as the
Friend of his mother. Jesus will be his Friend loved and honored” (White, 1954, p. 486).
Consequently, parents must provide spiritual guidance for their young children.
Habenicht (2000) explained the work of the parents of children ages 6-12. She
compared children with trees—the meaning and the necessity of growing a strong
character. “A character describes who you are and how you act,” she continued. She
emphasizes especially the child’s character building for which the parents are
responsible. She stated: “The responsibility of parents is not towards their children’s
happiness, but towards their character” (p. 19).
Parents are the source and guide for the spiritual growth of their children. Parents
should not compromise their spiritual convictions and daily walk with Christ, with all the
challenges that the life with Jesus offers (Dan 3:16-18). “Significant moments not only
serve as milestones on the journey with God but also serve as a way for parents and the
church to gauge the spiritual development of their children.” (Anthony et al., 2011).
Experiencing the key biblical milestones, allows children to create mementos that
leave positive memories in their spiritual journey, in their scrapbook. These experiences
provide reminders of their journey with God and can be positive elements in encouraging
them to continue their spiritual walk with Christ. In times of discouragement, doubts, and
despair, the biblical milestones will be the key element of encouraging them to continue
in the journey with their Saviour (Anthony et al., 2011).
Those memories are a reminder to the children who they are, and where they
came from. They keep the child afloat and carry them through good and tough times.
Those are the key moments of the spiritual life of a child. Blanchette (2011) was
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convinced that “these moments have the potential to change the trajectory of a child’s
journey for a lifetime” (p. 34). White (1903) makes a difference between gradual
conversion in contrast to sudden conversion. While sudden conversion in adults often
takes place in a short period of time, gradual conversion of children goes on in stages.
“The gradual development of the plant from the seed is an object lesson in child training.
There is ‘first the blade, then the ear, after that the full corn in the ear’” (Mark 4:28).
Habenicht and Burton (2004) wrestled with the question of childhood and
adulthood conversion and whether there is a difference. The conclusion they came to was
a No and a Yes answer. There is no difference because whether an adult or a child both
have to accept that they are sinners in need of a Savior and that salvation is offered in
Christ. Consequently, both have to commit their lives to Jesus and show evidence of a
new life in Christ—a changed life.
On the contrary, to some degree, there is a difference between child and adult
conversion. A child comes with only childish sins and relatively innocent childhood and
habits that need to be left behind. There are no deep sin experiences, many sinful habits
to overcome, wrongs to make right, or restitution to effect.
There might not be an understanding of the deepest sense of what is happening,
but the child can accept Christ and His salvation, love the Lord, and become His child.
“The child will grow in Christian understanding and Christian grace as she matures. She
has before her a lifetime of living for and serving Christ” (Habenicht & Burton, 2004, p.
332).
Yust (2004) also stated the church ministries and parents often try to entertain
children until they are “old enough.” She said: “Children are real people, capable of real
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faith, who deserve better than what they usually get in religious education, both in church
and at home” (p. 54). She does not see children as miniature adults and she does not
recommend that we treat them that way. Instead, she insisted that children “are born with
a capacity for wonder, joy, and love and can, within the limits set by their psychological
development, respond to the presence of God in their lives” (p. 54).
She further adduced that after sin entered into our world, the human race faced the
guilt and shame experience, but through the work of the Holy Spirit, the home and family
can provide a counter effect of sin in a life of a child (Yust, 2004). Fathers and mothers,
ought to study their own character in their children. They may observe the humiliating
lessons of their own imperfection represented in the lives of their own children. “While
seeking to repress and correct in their children hereditary tendencies to evil, parents
should call to their aid double patience, perseverance and love” (White, 1952, p. 173).
White (1875) continued, “Parents may have transmitted to their children
tendencies to appetite and passions, which will make more difficult the work of education
and training these children to be strictly temperate and to have pure and virtuous habits”
(p. 567). In the process of education, a loving confrontation is needed.
White (1881) suggested that the person must be shown his true character,
understanding his own peculiarities of disposition and temperament, and see his
infirmities. “If the heart can be reached if his heart can be touched by his wise and patient
labor, he can be bound with strong cords to Christ and led to trust God. Oh, when a work
like this is done, all the heavenly courts look and rejoice” (p. 69).
White (1915a) focused on the temperament in youth: “God deals with each
according to this temperament and character, and we must cooperate with Him. There
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must be more study given to the problem of how to deal with the youth, more earnest
prayer for the wisdom that is needed in dealing with minds” (p. 208). Dealing with
Christ's gentleness, White (1952) encouraged parents to manifest meekness and
gentleness of Christ in dealing with the wayward little ones. It has to be borne in mind
that the little ones have received their perversity as an inheritance from their parents.
“Then bear with the children who have inherited your own trait of character” (p. 174).
White (1880) continued: “Children have varied temperaments, and parents cannot always
give the same manner of discipline to each. There are different qualities of mind, and
they should be made a prayerful study that they may be molded so as to accomplish the
purpose God designed” (para. 1).
White (1923) provided a redemptive concept in giving love to those who need it
the most. “The most unfortunate, those who have the most disagreeable temperaments
need our love, our tenderness, our compassion. Those who try our patience need the most
love” (p. 281). Mothers and fathers have the solemn duty to study the disposition and
temperaments of their children and to learn how to deal with them (White, 1915a).
Fathers have the solemn duty as they spend time with their children to be acquainted with
their various dispositions and how to train them in the harmony with the scriptures
(White, 1952). It seems clear that children should be guided to open their hearts and
accept Jesus as their personal Saviour. This should lead to the subsequent baptism and
full church membership.

The Baptism of Children
As part of its responsibility for evangelism in the family, the church together with
the church school should unite with parents in nurturing the child’s growth towards
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spiritual maturity. Parents must intentionally evangelize their children with a view to see
them surrender their lives to Jesus as a Saviour and Lord.
The biblical concept is found in the Old Testament and is expressed through a
Hebrew verb “basar” (שר
ָׂ֖ ָּ ָּ)ב, and the Greek verb and noun respectively in the New
Testament euangelizo (εὐαγγελίζω) and euangelion (εὐαγγέλιον). Euangelion (εὐαγγέλιον)
is translated as “gospel,” denoting the content of the good news, but can be also seen as
the activity of telling that news (2 Col 2:12; Phil 1:5).
The question of baptizing children has been a controversial and universal issue in
the Seventh-day Adventist Church. It might be because there is no specific scriptural
evidence. The example which is often used is that Jesus was baptized at the age of 30.
The approach of children’s baptism has not been clarified universally. If they come
expressing their desire to be baptized some parents do not have an answer, and in fact,
many do not know even how to behave at that moment.
George Barna had a ministry that focused on adults, but he did not realize the
need for reaching children. When he became aware of the needs of children, he said upon
reflection: “The wisdom and necessity of seeing children as the primary focus of ministry
never occurred to me” (as cited in Johnsson, 2004, p. 18). The following statement
describes his astounding discovery where he realized what went wrong. Barna (2003b)
stated: “I didn’t just miss the boat,… I missed the ocean!” (as cited in Johnsson, 2004, p.
18). Afterwards, he focused on ministering “to children in the heart of the youth cohort”
(p. 18). He was talking about children ages 5-12 because, as Johnsson (2004) said,
“during these formative years, individuals solidify their lifestyle habits, values, beliefs,
and attitudes” (p. 18).
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Case (1996) addressed the baptism of children and that making a decision in
following Jesus is a serious step in their spiritual growth. Accordingly, the Church
Manual confirms this, even for children:
Baptism is a spiritual relationship. It can be entered into only by those who are
converted. Only in this way can the purity and spiritual caliber of the church be
maintained. It is the duty of every minister to instruct those who accept the principles
of the truth, that they may enter the church on a sound, spiritual basis. While there is
no stated age for baptism, it is recommended that very young children who express a
desire to be baptized should be encouraged and entered into an instruction program
that may lead to baptism. (Nelson, 2016, p. 29)
The following is a summary and main ideas, concepts, and principles learned from the
theological reflection and literature review that formed the basis for the approach to
evangelize children.
Keeping or holding them in the pews of our churches cannot be done by force nor
by bribes. We need to recognize their effort and provide some kind of encouragement in
their walk with God when they do not yet understand the deeper meaning of salvation
and their need for a Saviour. In order to hold them, we need to create a climate that would
draw them and awaken their interest for spiritual growth. To make them thirsty for the
Word of God, they need to be part of our church program. That means the following:
The modes of teaching which have been adopted with such success in the public
schools could be employed with similar results in the Sabbath schools and can be the
means of bringing children to Jesus and educating them in Bible truth. This will do
far better than religious excitement of an emotional character, that passes off as
rapidly as it comes. (White, 1881, p. 70)
The key and most important aspect is that “God wants every child of tender age to
be His child, to be adopted into His family” (White, 1913, 169). Christ has done and is
doing everything to win and to keep the little ones. The church must find a way to
accommodate, evaluate and acknowledge the fact that the Lord has a plan for our
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children, and the duty of the church is to accommodate this by finding their giftedness
and God-given talents that will be employed in God’s vineyard. White (1985) advocated
the following:
Those who love God should feel deeply interested in the children and youth. To them,
God can reveal His truth and salvation. Jesus calls the little ones that believe on Him,
the lambs of His flock. He has a special love for and interest in the children. . .. The
most precious offering that the children can give to Jesus, is the freshness of their
childhood. (p. 373)
The Lord can only use a child who knows God and is willing to follow His
commandments—a child who is empty of self, humble, and obedient. When is this
possible to achieve? I suggest that the younger the child, the better for the formation of
character. White (1952) underlined this point. “Too often children are allowed to grow up
without religion because their parents think they are too young to have Christian duties
enjoined upon them” (p. 320).
It is also clear that children are not mature in their theology and cannot yet
understand the whole plan of salvation—the great controversy that is taking place on our
planet and the spiritual warfare that occurs between Christ and Satan. That is why parents
should be diligent in guiding their children to Christ under the supervision of the Holy
Spirit. Here again, the solemnity of raising children in the home atmosphere is of crucial
importance. This is where the foundation is laid, direction is given, and the destiny
decided.
White (1964), highlighting the importance of training children, made the point
that much is at stake in neglecting children:
How interestedly the Lord Jesus knocks at the door of families where there are little
children to be educated and trained! How gently he watches over the mothers'
interest, and how sad He feels to see children neglected. . .. In the home characters are
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formed; human beings are molded and fashioned to be either a blessing or a curse. (p.
39)
By giving correct instructions and properly leading their children, parents are
gaining not only brothers and sisters in Christ but also shaping their little ones for
eternity. This means that their hearts will rejoice to see the fruits of their labor in due
season.
There is no substitution for parental guidance in leading children to God. White
(1886) used the imperative to describe the importance of this work and the collaboration
of parents with God. Parents are to lead their children to a life of compassion for others.
White (1901) counseled the following:
Children should be so educated that they will sympathize with the aged and afflicted
and will seek to alleviate the sufferings of the poor and distressed. They should be
taught to be diligent in missionary work; and from their earliest years self-denial and
sacrifice for the good of others and the advancement of Christ’s cause should be
inculcated, that they may be laborers together with God. (p. 429)
It is the duty of parents to create an atmosphere that will attract their children to
learn more about Jesus. There are many ways to study the little ones, their characters,
their desires, their abilities. In Matthew 28:18-20, Jesus Himself gave the commandment
of winning the lost:
Then Jesus came to them and said, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been
given to me. Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey
everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the very end
of the age.”
There are at least four steps in the experience of conversion. Step one is to teach,
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and who is better equipped if not parents, since they are the flesh and blood of the little
ones.
The second step is to believe. Mark 16:16 says: “Whoever believes and is
baptized will be saved, but whoever does not believe will be condemned.” Ideally, the
best persons to communicate faith are the parents. That presupposes that they are
believers themselves—practicing biblical values with the Scripture as the foundation of
all of their decisions.
Step three is to repent. We read in Acts 2:37-38:
When the people heard this, they were cut to the heart and said to Peter and the other
apostles, “Brothers, what shall we do?” Peter replied, “Repent and be baptized, every
one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of your sins. And you will
receive the gift of the Holy Spirit.”
Repentance is an understanding of doing something wrong and turning away from it.
The final step is baptism. They are ready to commit themselves fully in following
the Lord.
Sometimes the home is not the ideal place for receiving this kind of spiritual
lifestyle which makes it more difficult for children to develop their faith. In God’s eyes,
children are valuable and they need to know that. White (1982) used the word “heritage”
in referring to children:
These children were His heritage. He knew that He had come to ransom them from
the enemy by dying on the cross of Calvary. He spoke words to them that ever after
they carried in their hearts. They were delighted to think that He appreciated their
gifts and spoke so lovingly to them. (p. 57)
As parents, teachers, and counselors, there is a great potential in training children
in the way they should go. White (1982) expressed the watchfulness of their Savior and
how the little ones can be guided and led:
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Christ watched children at their play and often expressed His approval when they
gained an innocent victory over something they were determined to do. He sang to
children in sweet and blessed words. They knew that He loved them. He never
frowned on them. He shared their childish joys and sorrows. Often He would gather
flowers, and after pointing out their beauties to the children, would leave them with
them as a gift. He had made the flowers and He delighted to point out their beauties.
(p. 57)
As parents, teachers, and counselors, we can use our natural abilities and
giftedness to draw the little ones closer to Christ. Sometimes we are too rigid and forget
the world of the ones we are serving. Jesus’ example is always the way to go. White
(1902) addressed the issues of joy and happiness as she referred to Jesus as our elder
Brother, picturing Him smiling, something we tend to forget: “It has been said that Jesus
never smiled. This is not correct. A child in its innocence and purity called forth from His
lips joyous song” (p. 12).
Maitanmi (2019) stated: “The Bible mandates that parents educate the child”
(para. 7). In his view, this mandate is the first and only obligation that parents have
received, “and should not be shortchanged by excuses or other assignments. There is no
substitution in human relations for parental love” (para. 7). Parents might seek for
assistance from other sources due to their busy schedules. “The complexities of life have
created room for the teachers to come into the lives of children as parents-teachers.
Therefore, the Christian school becomes the extension of the Christian home” (para. 7).
Maitanmi (2019) continued the metaphor of the three-legged stool in referring to
home, school, and church. He said: “If the church, home, and school legs are balanced,
the child will see the world better and survive well as a citizen of God’s Kingdom” (para.
9). The question is this: “Which one of these institutions has the first responsibility for
training the child?” Maitanmi continued, “Of course, it is the home—because parents are
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the first teachers of their children (Prov. 6:12, Deut. 6:1-6)” (para. 9). Nevertheless, each
of these institutions has its assigned role as directed by God.
Maitanmi (2019) reminded that the Scripture teach that education is the
responsibility of the parents. God is the one who provides the means to fulfill that
responsibility. Hebrews 13:21 gives the promise that God will equip the believer with
everything needed, and the education of children certainly falls into this category.
Maitanmi also saw the school as an extension of the home and stated that parents come
first.
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CHAPTER 4

DESCRIPTION OF THE INITIATIVE

Introduction
This chapter deals with the process of quantitative and qualitative evaluation. A
pretest was handed out to the parents and children ages 10-14 before the six-week
seminar, and this process was repeated after the seminar. The evaluation showed how
each seminar topic helped parents to understand their parental role. The importance of
family worship, church attendance, quality time, and the difference between gradual and
sudden conversion was explained. The entire content of the seminar was directed to help
parents train their children in the way they should go and lead them towards conversion
and baptism.

An Evangelistic Approach to Children of the
Brantford Seventh-day Adventist Church
The process of evangelism is similar not only in adults but also in children – the
presentation of the gospel in such a way that people will desire to surrender their lives to
Jesus as Saviour and Lord. However, it is significant to understand that this process is
usually gradual for the children of the church. Children must be shown that the desire to
accept Jesus as Saviour means that He has saved them from their sins and given to them
His righteous life. As Lord, He must direct their lives and help them to be obedient to His
commands. The gospel must be presented in different ways to children, for example
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preaching, Sabbath school lessons, weeks of prayer in schools, etc.
This chapter examines how gradual conversion works and suggests ways this
process can be intentional and be more effective in the experience of the juniors and early
teens of the church. The methodology involves a qualitative and quantitative analysis of
the institutions responsible for the gradual conversion of children, namely, home, school,
and church. I administered a separate questionnaire to the children and parents in this
study to help determine the climate of the three institutions represented by the threelegged stool: home, school, and church.
This chapter looks at the spiritual thermometer with more emphasis on the home
and the church. The main purpose of this project was (a) to realize and to recognize the
spiritual condition of children; (b) to support them in their decision to follow Christ; (c)
to encourage them in their spiritual walk with their Creator and Saviour Jesus Christ; (d)
to deepen their understanding in the Word of God to make them spiritual champions (e)
to provide tools for parents and room for children’s spiritual growth; (f) to help parents
with their responsibility before God in raising children for the kingdom of heaven; and
(g) to underline the importance of home, school, and church and their connectedness and
the proper balance of all three institutions.
The main goal of this project was to present a paradigm that was to help parents to
win children for God and, not less challenging, to keep them attracted to the church as
they grow in their relationship with Jesus.
1. The first seminar dealt with parenting of children and early teens. The content
of the seminar was to make the parents aware of their responsibility to guide their
children in biblical understanding. The theological foundation of family time in the Old
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and New Testament was presented. In addition, the importance of parents during
childhood and youth development of their children was discussed.
2. The second seminar dealt with family worship. This was to help parents
understand the priorities in family and time management. It underlined the importance of
family worship during the week and during the Sabbath hours.
3. Seminar three dealt with factors influencing church attendance and the
spiritual dimension of children’s spiritual formation. The influence of family, friends,
compulsion, understanding of truth in a deeper sense, and the question of salvation were
the influences that affect children for their church attendance.
4. Seminar four dealt with quality time. This time could be used to bond with
parents. Parents are closest to their children, and the time spent together builds
relationships. The Shema was introduced, as well as the importance of structured and
unstructured time with children.
5. Seminar five dealt with gradual conversion. Parents were invited to
understand the process of gradual and sudden conversion. The importance of nurturing,
practicing patience, and the work of the Holy Spirit was presented at the seminar.
6. Seminar six dealt with preparation of children ages 10-14 for baptism. Parents
were brought to an understanding of the need for their children to be baptized. They
understood the meaning of baptism as the beginning of the spiritual walk of children with
their Friend and Savior. The importance of confirmation in their faith and walk with
Jesus is needed, and parents should play a key role in it. Accepting and embracing the
wish of a child to be baptized must be recognized. In addition, continued nurturing after
baptism was highlighted in the seminar.
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Summary
This chapter looked at the evangelistic approach towards children by using the
holistic approach of home, school, and church to lead children to Jesus through a gradual
conversion methodology. Parents attended a six-week seminar where they were reminded
of their parental responsibility to raise their children spiritually.
The importance of family worship was underlined and an age-appropriate way of
motivating children to attend church was discussed during seminar three. A how-to
approach in nurturing them with a biblical foundation and sharing quality time will help
build healthy relationships.
For many, the term gradual conversion was something new, and the seminar
provided a study-based understanding in this matter. Parents understood baptism as the
beginning of a wonderful journey for their children and also understood their
responsibility to guide their little ones in this matter.
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CHAPTER 5

NARRATIVE OF INITIATIVE IMPLEMENTATION

Introduction
The purpose of this project was to help parents understand their God-given
mandate in raising their children according to the biblical principles. The task of this
project was to equip parents in helping them lead their children to a closer walk with their
Savior. This chapter presents the description of the implemented project. The data was
collected as described in chapter 1 of this project.
In the six-week seminar which the parents attended, they expressed their concerns
about the spiritual condition of their children—missing daily devotions, welcoming the
Sabbath at sunset, Sabbath observance, church attendance, and lack of interest in the
Word of God. Some of the parents were challenged in getting their children involved in
morning or evening devotions, or church attendance. Some parents described their
situation as a battlefield before getting their kids to read the Scripture. “It is almost not
necessary to have all this battle for a short reading,” some of the parents expressed.
This gives a picture of the situation in some homes and what parents are going
through in helping their children to become spiritual champions. The Brantford Church
has about 26 juniors and early teens, but some of them do not seem to enjoy going to
church, and this is wearing out the parents. They are often faced with the challenge of
whether to leave them at home or drag them to church. Parents still have a significant
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influence on junior and early teen children. The content of the seminars revealed that
parents have a huge influence on the lives of their children through their unique situation
as parents and their relationship with them. By spending time with their children, they
can learn their character flaws and help them to overcome their weaknesses.
These seminars were prepared in July and August of 2020. I presented the first of
six seminars on November 14, 2020 at the Brantford Seventh-day Adventist Church. The
seminar lasted about an hour. Six parents were present at the seminars. The last seminar
was held on December 19, 2020. The ultimate objective was to help parents understand
their role as they nurture their children and guide them towards baptism.

Advertising
The advertising of the seminar was through the local church bulletin, emails, and
other ways of digital communication. This meant using the church group WhatsApp,
phone text messages, Facebook Messenger, by calling individuals, and face-to-face
invitations. The seminars were announced at the local church from the pulpit after the
elders approved the plan and the church board endorsed it. The seminars were held on
Sabbath afternoons on six consecutive weeks. In advertising the seminars, a brief content
of the seminars was also included, which meant a short introduction, a subject, questions,
and answers section. The advertising included the method by which the seminar would be
conducted –- on a TV screen in a word document format. The presence of the COVID-19
virus limited what could have been done by advertising.

Developing the Seminars
One of the purposes of the seminars was to help parents identify their biblical role
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as parents in raising children for God -- equipping them with a firm biblical foundation as
found in the Old and New Testament. It was also to help them understand their Godgiven responsibilities as applied to their children. Another purpose of the seminars was to
help parents to reflect on their own spiritual walk with Christ and the duty to teach their
children the way they should go, using their unique position as parents who know their
own children better than any other person. The seminars were prepared so that parents
would have anchors on which to hold and a foundation on which to build in a world of
increasing technology and all sorts of distractions. Parents were challenged to provide
age-appropriate family services for their children and match them with their giftedness
and talents. They were also challenged to implement structures in their homes where the
children could find room for spiritual growth.

Implementation of the Seminars
In implementing the seminars, COVID-19 presented a particular challenge in
reaching the church members. During 2020, our church experienced a lockdown on two
occasions. We went from lockdown to 10 people then 30% of the church capacity, and
then to 10 people again and to another lockdown. During this time, the service was
conducted online.
Out of 17 parents and 26 juniors/early teens who at first expressed interest, only
six parents eventually attended the seminars. The seminars were offered in-person in the
church building and on Zoom. Those who felt more comfortable being on Zoom stayed
home, and the others came out to the church building. Sometimes I went over the time
and parents explained that they had to leave because of their children alone at home. So, I
tried to stay within the schedule.
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At the beginning of the seminars, I explained where the idea had originated from
and what was the motivation to take on this enormous project that took me years to bring
to completion. I tried to stay within one hour for each of the seminars, including
questions and answers.
When the seminars were completed a copy of each one was emailed to the parents
for later review. There was no recording done during the seminar presentations and that
allowed the parents to be more open and vulnerable as they shared their specific struggles
and challenges in their homes. The seminars provided a biblical foundation about
parenting and the responsibilities towards mothers and fathers as expressed by E. G.
White and other authors.

Seminar One: Parenting of Children and
Early Teens
This seminar focused on the study of the biblical foundations and parents’
responsibilities in training their children in the way of the Lord. We looked at the concept
of the origin of the family and its purpose in God’s view. The religion in the home during
the Old Testament and the New Testament eras formed the background for this study.
The Old Testament shows the importance of instructing children the way of the
Lord. Moses’ commanded Israel: “You shall teach them diligently to your sons" (Deut
6:5-8). Moses’ command is the foundation for biblical spirituality in the home. However,
both the Old Testament and the New show the importance of biblical teachings. For
example, the apostle Paul provided a theological framework on family and guidance of
children (Eph 5:15-17; 6:4; 1 Tim 3:4).
How is it possible to teach the children what the Bible says? Only, if the Bible is
seen as a guide and Jesus as the central theme in family life:
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1. A day should start with worship.
2. The spiritual life at home will determine the family’s destiny.
3. There will be a greater probability that families would strengthen their loving
relationships if they have consistent devotional experiences.
The Sabbath school affords to parents and children an opportunity for the study of
God’s Word. But in order for them to gain that benefit, both parents and children should
devote time to the study of the lesson, seeking to obtain a thorough knowledge of the
facts presented and also of the spiritual truths which these facts are designed to teach. We
should especially impress upon the minds of the youth the importance of seeking the full
significance of the Scripture under consideration (White, 1954, p. 511).
The content of the seminar provided a clear understanding of the origin of the
family, and God’s purpose for creating male and female. It was clear that the family had
its origin in the Garden of Eden where God said to Adam and Eve to be fruitful and
multiply (Gen 1:28). Here we find the biblical concept of the human race. Here in Eden,
the first home was established. According to White (1952), a home is a special place
where God is presented to the children:
Religion in the home – what will it not accomplish? It will do the very work that God
designed should be done in every family. Children will be brought up in the nurture
and admonition of the Lord. They will be educated and trained, not to be society
devotees, but members of the Lord’s family. (p. 322)
Change and positive influence can only be achieved by investing quality time and
a positive influence upon children (Prov 1:7-9).
During my presentation, the participants could ask questions, make comments,
express agreements or disagreements that led to a deeper understanding of each of the
topics presented during the seminars, as well as share their own observations and stories.
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This approach sometimes led us to take longer than anticipated, but I found it helpful to
take time for the discussions, since this made the seminars even more valuable.
A consent form was given to each of the parents, and the opportunity to ask
questions was provided. All the participants were given the instructions and the
information about the consent of their personal data at the beginning of the presentation.
No names of parents or children were required, only the ages of the children to ensure
that the right age group was involved in the study.
During my first seminar, I noticed two young people who were looking for
answers and were eagerly involved in the conversations. They expressed their need to
have more guidance. Two parents appeared to be more mature and were excited to share
their experiences with the others. A married parent, as well as a single mother shared the
struggles they had with their children and how to get them to participate in the devotional
life of their families.

Seminar Two: Family Worship
The second seminar had the objective of family worship and its importance for
juniors and early teens. Parents need to organize and prioritize their time to allow for
worship and praise in their homes and with their children according to their age. The time
for devotions will not be possible without good planning. There are always other things
to do and parents will find little or no time for God’s word if it is not planned and
carefully scheduled.
Parents need to find time in the morning and/or evening hours to have time for a
short devotional exercise (15-20 min)
1. Morning devotions, including prayer, and song
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2. Evening devotions, including prayer, and song
3. A short story that tells them about the Love of God
4. Let the children take the lead as they discover the scriptures
5. Opening and closing songs and prayers, as well as the content, can be
presented by the children
Another important aspect is the preparation for the Sabbath as well as making the
Sabbath day one of delight for the juniors and early teens. The beginning of the Sabbath
done with love can be a drawing point for the family and the best time to reflect on the
busy week:
1. It can be a time where negative experiences can be shared and processed
(every evening is preferably)
2. Conflicts resolved and peace achieved
3. Parents stand in the place of God to their children to tell them what they must
do and what they must not do with firmness and perfect self-control. Every effort made
for them with kindness and self-control will cultivate in their characters the elements of
firmness and decision. (White, 1952, p. 320)
4. Fathers and mothers are duty bound to settle this question early so that the
child will no more think of breaking the Sabbath, neglecting religious worship and family
prayer than he would think of stealing. Parents’ own hands must build the barrier. (White,
1952, p. 320)
Parents were encouraged to set aside a special time for their children to teach
them the biblical truth. It should be also the time for expressing words of love, physical
affection, listening to them, and addressing their spiritual and emotional needs.
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Seminar Three: Church Attendance
Seminar three had the objective of helping parents to show the children the
importance of attending church service, and how they could help their children in their
walk with Christ.
The scribes and the Pharisees asked Jesus, “‘Do you hear what these children are
saying?’ Jesus replied, ‘Yes…, have you never read, "From the lips of children and
infants you, Lord, have called forth your praise"?’” (Matt 21:16 NIV).
The Lord delights to hear praises from the lips of the little ones. This does not
happen automatically. Children have to be trained and the church can be a wonderful
place where children can grow spiritually and try out their God-given talents under the
supervision of pastors, elders, and mature Christian leaders.
Children do not necessarily attend church service on Sabbath because they love
Jesus. Some may, and some may not. They come because of family, friends, because of
compulsion, and other reasons, but as long as they are in the church they are at the place
where they can be under the influence of the Holy Spirit.
The Bible says:
And let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds,
not giving up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but encouraging
one another—and all the more as you see the Day approaching. (Heb 10:24-25 NIV)
Parents were taught to be sensitive to their children’s needs and find tactful ways
to help them see the necessity of attending church rather than staying at home. Parents
were also encouraged to find ways to bring their children to church while they still have a
measure of control. They should prepare their children to be ready to attend church on
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Sabbaths by reminding them during the week so that on Sabbath morning there would be
little or no discussion needed.

Seminar Four: Quality Time
The fourth seminar dealt with quality time and its importance for juniors and early
teens. By spending quality time with their children, parents are able to lead and guide
their little ones spiritually. The objective of this seminar was to help parents to
understand that they are responsible for the spiritual well-being of their children. Again,
it is quality time that makes it possible to have deep conversations with juniors and early
teens which can help to shape them spiritually.
1. Children do not need much time. Parents need to be respectful and responsive
when the children approach with a question, concern, or a wish.
2. They need love, support, and care, and parents are the most important
providers of these (Forsberg, 2009).
3. Parents need to understand that time spent with children not only influences
their lives in the present but also has an impact on their decision as they become adults.
So, setting aside time to spend with the children is very important.
4. Therefore, make it quality time which will help one to know one’s child
better.
5. Parents are required to pay attention to the relationships of their children who their friends are.
6. If help is needed with homework and other tasks, parents are the ones who are
there to teach (if able) and also to play with them and create a healthy and safe
environment for them.
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According to Fomby (2013), adolescents whose parents spend time with them
tend to demonstrate a smaller number of behavioral issues.
1. As they engage in activities, work with their parents, they build a better
relationship and are less likely to become involved in wrongdoings (Coley & Bethany,
2007).
2. Family time is associated with a decline in violent acts and the probability of
childhood violence.
This seminar helped the parents to see what the Bible says about priorities. It also
showed that parents need to be an example for their children. Parents received
information on how to organize the day/week and how to implement priorities in the
family life. Parents were instructed that the needs of their children can be met with
discretionary time allotted to them.
The time of childhood and early-teens is very crucial in the world of the youngers.
This is a time of physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual formation. Parents are also the
ones that know their children the best. Not only did they pass down their genes but also
their character flaws and parents are the best persons to help them to identify their flaws
and work on them.
Above all, the Lord wants to see the family members spending time with each
other as was His original plan back in the Garden Eden.

Seminar Five: Gradual Conversion
Seminar five illustrated the difference between gradual and sudden conversion as
well as the need for conversion for juniors and early teens. It provided a clear
understanding of gradual and sudden conversion. The role of the Adventist school, of the
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church, and the home was presented to the parents.
All three institutions have their role to play. The schools could also provide a
strong clarification and reinforcement of the Adventist mission and its purpose. For
example: “Schools can be a clear help here if they reinforce these values in a clear,
loving, and grace-oriented way” (Gillespie, 2005, p. 18).
Gillespie (2005) continued:
While the home is the first and foremost place where Adventist values are shared,
learned and applied, we believe that the church schools should reinforce students’
commitment to Adventist’s core beliefs, such as Sabbath keeping, modesty, purity,
and healthful living. (p. 18)
As the school has its place, so has the church in raising spiritual champions for
Jesus. “The church must do everything to decrease the attrition rate, working towards a
genuine progress in the lives of its youth for whom it is responsible” (Maitland, 2020).
All three areas are important, but the home plays the most important role. Not
only the mothers but also the fathers are responsible and have the solemn duty in raising
their children.
White (1915a) confirmed that mothers and fathers have the solemn duty to study
the disposition and temperaments of their children and to learn how to deal with them.
It was presented to the parents that children must be converted and be baptized as
the Bible teaches it. Parents also learned that their children would not be converted
overnight as it generally happens in evangelistic meetings, which is called a sudden
conversion. The adults need to be patient with their children as they experience a gradual
conversion which sometimes takes longer than is expected or desired. But their
faithfulness will be rewarded.
In this seminar, parents were taught the importance of the three-legged stool. The
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role of the home, the school, and the church, but the most important place is in the home.

Seminar Six: Preparation for Baptism
The final seminar dealt with preparation for baptism. Parents were shown the
importance of preparing their children for baptism. They were also shown the parental
responsibility of leading their children to baptism. Parents were challenged to consider
the fact that their own children need to be taught, discipled, and baptized. Help them to
understand that Jesus had a special connection to children. And parents were the ones that
would do this preparation for baptism. Parents were introduced to the statistics that
children at that age are more receptive to accepting Christ and being baptized. It was not
the age of the child but the spiritual maturity and the calling of Jesus which were the most
important criteria in this process. White (1868) made that clear:
1. “Children of eight, ten or twelve years, are old enough to be addressed on the
subject of personal religion” (p. 400).
2. “Do not teach your children with reference to some future period when they
shall be old enough to repent and believe the truth” (p. 400).
3. Understanding the meaning of baptism as a beginning of the spiritual walk
with the Friend and Savior.
4. Baptism: As part of its responsibility for evangelism in the family, the church
together with the church school should unite with parents in nurturing the child’s growth
towards spiritual maturity. Parents must intentionally evangelize their children with a
view to see them surrender their lives to Jesus as a Saviour and Lord.
As members are following the command of Jesus in Matthew 28:18-20 in
reaching the world, parents sometimes do forget that their children are also a part of the
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world and need to be reached. Jesus Himself made it very clear as He rebuked His
disciples:
People were bringing little children to Jesus for him to place his hands on them, but
the disciples rebuked them. When Jesus saw this, he was indignant. He said to them,
“Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of God
belongs to such as these. Truly I tell you, anyone who will not receive the kingdom of
God like a little child will never enter it.” And he took the children in his arms, placed
his hands on them, and blessed them. (Mark 10:13-16 NIV)
In this seminar, we tried to provide an understanding for the parents and their
responsibility in raising their children in the way of the Lord.
White (1954) stated: “After faithful labor, if you are satisfied that your children
understand the meaning of conversion and baptism, and are truly converted, let them be
baptized. Parents have the solemn duty to lead their children to baptism” (p. 486).
During the seminars, parents shared ways they found helpful in raising their
children. Different challenges were mentioned and addressed during the seminars
regarding parental struggles and the need for help in guiding the youth. As the pastor of
the church, I presented these areas, and parents who had similar experiences collaborated.
In the preparation of the seminars, the issues of home, school, and church were
addressed. The literature was reviewed and the theological framework was established to
help parents in their specific areas. The materials for the seminars were taken from the
Bible, the writings of Ellen G. White, and contemporary literature specifically dealing
with these topics.
After the seminars were completed, the participants were given four weeks to
implement the lessons learned in the seminars. They were given a reminder after two
weeks. Because of the small number of the participants in the study, they were
subsequently asked to provide qualitative reflections on some aspects of the seminars.
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Participants’ Reflections
Following are some of the responses by parents on the reflection questions. After
seminar one, this was the first question: “How did the seminars make you more aware of
your relationship with your junior or early teen child?”
Parent one answered, “I think I was aware before that, but it gave me hope after
listening to the seminar. I knew I was lacking something and it became clear the results
are not seen immediately. I need to have more perseverance as was presented in the
seminars and to keep me more consistent. It was very encouraging and I gained a new
understanding in this area.”
Parent two stated, “I need to spend more time with my child and start at an early
age. The children belong to God and He gave us them for a while, and we are responsible
for them. Having a plant growing, if you don’t take care of it, not weeding, watering, and
guiding, they can grow wild. This seminar is also important for couples who want to
become parents.”
Parent three said, “It made me realize my responsibility better and reflect on the
activities and interactions with my children.”
Parent four stated, “I have not experienced any differences in the life of my
child.”
Parent five made this comment: “I was concerned that my child was staying at
home and didn’t want to go to church. During this seminar, I learned that I need to work
on my relationship with my daughter by spending more time with her, and this could also
improve her church attendance.”
Parent six said, “I became very aware of my relationship with my child. I felt I
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need to correct my role as a mother. I also understood that I need to be more a spiritual
guide for my daughter.”
After seminar two, these were the responses to the following question: “What
changes did you experience in family worship?”
Parent one responded: “Before the seminar, we used to have worship and the
children would not pay attention. Family worship is a pillar in bringing up the children in
such a way that it brings us closer as a family. It is always a challenge to get the family
together, now I pray before worship which helps to have a good devotional time, and I
overcame the frustration by seeing the fruits coming out of it.”
Parent two responded this way, “My children are always hesitant and resistant if
we need to have worship. After this seminar, I learned that after a while they get used to
the worship routine, and it becomes a habit. Lately, they are coming themselves asking
when we can have devotions. Maybe it is just a way to get it over with or there is indeed
a genuine interest. I cannot say it now. Sometimes they are asking questions during
worship and sometimes they are even contributing to the reading.”
Parent three responded to the question about what changes were experienced in
the family worship by stating that everything remained the same.
Parent four responded this way: “Bible studies with my daughter I have done
before, but the seminars switched my mindset, and I didn’t let my daughter make the
decision to come to worship but told her to come. “I am disappointed with myself not
doing worship at home daily, and I need to work on that.”
Parent five indicated that not much change occurred in her home.
After seminar three, the question for the parents was this: “What changes did you
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experience in time spent with your child?” Only one of six parents had seen some
changes in the lives of the junior children. Here is what the parent said: “They became
calmer after an intuitive time spent with them. They don’t tell you necessarily but you
can see their calmness in going for a walk, through the woods, and talking to people.”
Following seminar six, parents were asked what changes they experienced in
preparing their children for baptism.
Parent one responded, “I have it as a goal for our kids to be baptized and I am not
sure if we are any closer. My second child doesn’t show any interest in baptism at the
moment and I am not sure if I have given them enough information about Christ to see
the importance of baptism.”
Parent two responded to the question by saying, “I don’t know if there is any
progress. The seminar is a good start for a parent and it takes time to get there. In many
cases, parents don’t even know where to start in their responsibility to lead their children
to Christ.”
Parent three responded, “I realized that my children should make a choice towards
baptism and I should guide them to make that choice”
The response of parent four was, that the situation remained the same and that
nothing changed.
The fifth parent in the study provided no comment to the question.
Parent six responded, “The children came to ask about baptism and we are still in
the preparation phase.”

Summary
Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the seminars at the Brantford Seventh74

day Adventist Church. This was a challenge due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This was
not only hard on me but also on the members of the church who wanted to attend but
were restricted for their own safety and were not all computer literate.
We began the seminars with the parents in attendance by pointing out that the
Word of God was the basis for our study. They were reminded of their God-given duty
and that they are responsible for the spiritual growth of their children.
Seminar two stressed the importance of family worship. Parents needed to find
the time either in the morning or in the evening (ideally both morning and evening) to
bring their children into the presence of God and provide them with a devotional word
that fits the age and interest of their children. The time well spent does not need to be
long.
In seminar three, parents learned the importance of Sabbath school and worship
services and that the children need to be part them. They were encouraged to find ways to
help their children see the value of the church in their lives.
Seminar four focused on quality time. This seminar had the objective of helping
parents to understand the importance of quality time with their children and how this
could lead them to a better relationship with them.
Seminar five emphasized the meaning of gradual conversion. Parents learned the
difference between gradual and sudden conversion and were encouraged to be faithful in
their work with their children. They were also guided on how to be patient with their
children because gradual conversion takes longer to manifest itself than sudden
conversion.
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Seminar six helped parents to understand that the age of the child did not
necessarily determine the readiness for baptism, but the willingness and spiritual
condition of the child that matters. The parents were instructed to guide their children in
preparation for baptism.
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CHAPTER 6

EVALUATION AND FINDINGS

Introduction
This chapter presents the process of the quantitative evaluation of the separate
questionnaires that were distributed to the children ages 10-14 and their parents. A posttest was used to measure the acquisition of information and improvement of behavior in
families. This chapter also records the results of a separate questionnaire which was
administered for subjective responses at the end of the seminars.

Statistical Analysis: Evaluation
At the beginning of the study, the total number of individuals who participated in
the pretest was 43 persons (all the parents of the juniors and early teens of the Brantford
Seventh-day Adventist Church). Some participants who completed the pretest and came
to the seminars only once, or twice or three times were not included in the post-test and
were not part of the evaluation. The main reason for the drastic drop in the participants’
attendance was the impact of the pandemic COVID-19. The responses analyzed came
from the six parents and the nine children who began and completed the study. The
validity of this study is supported by qualitative responses of the parents and youth
involved.
At the beginning of the seminar, a pretest was handed out to the parents of juniors
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and early teens, and a different one was emailed to the children themselves. Both groups
received a questionnaire with 25 questions (see Appendix B) which they were asked to
fill out (ranging from 1 “strongly agree” to 5 “strongly disagree”) and return to the
researcher. No names were required but only the age of the participating children, but I
took a special note of the individuals from whom they came.
Four weeks after the seminars ended, an intermediate questionnaire (Appendix B)
was sent to remind the parents about what they should do to implement the lessons they
learned during the seminars.
Seventy-three percent of the participating parents who were involved in this study
and completed the pretest and post-test were females. The average age of the parents who
participated was 40 years. The average age of the participating children was 11.
During the seminar, only a certain number of people were allowed in the church
building. Some of the participants were concerned about their health and stayed in their
homes.
In analyzing the data for this project, I have grouped the questions and responses
from the parental pretests and the posttests into clusters relative to each seminar. I have
also identified the responses from the questionnaires from juniors and early teens and
showed the comparative relation to each relevant cluster.

Cluster One: Parenting of Children
The first cluster was based on seminar one which dealt with the parenting of
children and early teens. In that seminar, we saw that the family has a divine origin which
God Himself has established in the Garden of Eden. This seminar laid out the parental
stewardship and obligation, and the powerful influence of godly parents who love the
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Lord and follow His precepts, which cannot be underestimated. This study acknowledges
that where the changes occur or not, is only in the numbers and not necessarily the people
(see Appendix G for raw data).
To the statement “I believe Jesus loves me,” 62.5% of children “strongly agreed”
in the pretest and the same number in the posttest. Ten percent moved from “agree” in the
pretest and to “strongly agree” in the posttest. This suggests that the majority of children
appreciated God’s love as shown through their parents.
The other 27.5% moved from “strongly agree” in the pretest to “not sure” and
“disagree” in the posttest. This seems not to be a growth in a positive direction, and these
same teens and youth are now (five months after the seminar) not only attending the
church but also very active in the church service. No doubt they were sensitized to
spiritual expectations. Parents represent God to their children. Parents reveal the love of
God to their children. If the children feel loved it is very likely the love of God which is
being expressed from the parents to them.
To the statement “I have my own Bible,” each child answered “agree” and some
answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and 28.5% switched from “agree” to “strongly
agree” in the posttest. Bibles are usually bought by parents for the children to instill in
them biblical values. This helps to develop the value system that the parents want to see
in their children.
In summary, it can be said that the parents have a general understanding of the
importance of raising children according to the word of God.
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Cluster Two: Family Worship
The next cluster dealt with family worship.
To the statement “We conduct family worship at least once a day,” 66.4% of
parents “strongly agree” and “agree” to the statement, while 33.2% of parents changed
from “disagree” in the pretest to “agree” in the posttest. It seems that one-third of the
parents have accepted and implemented family worship at least once a day after the
seminars were presented. This suggests that the content of the seminars moved one-third
of the parents to start daily worship at home and two-thirds were confirmed in their
practice.
To the statement “My child enjoys family worship,” 6.4% of parents indicated that
their children do enjoy family worship in the pretest and posttest. More than 16% were
“not sure,” and the same percentage went from “not sure” in the pretest and “strongly
agree” in the posttest. This lets us conclude that there were some changes in worship
patterns after the seminars were presented. While the majority experienced enjoyment in
family worship only 16.6% of the parents were “not sure” in their statement. Overall, it
can be perceived that the majority of the parents see their children enjoying family
worship and 16.6% of parents have reinstated their family worship traditions or started to
do so.
To the statement “I review the children’s Sabbath School lesson with them,” 83%
of the parents seemed not to review the children’s Sabbath School lesson. They indicated
either “disagree” or “not sure” in their statements. Only a little positive change happened
as a result of the seminars: 16.6% of parents have agreed to review the Sabbath School
lesson with their children during or after the seminars. It seems either that the parents do
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not understand the importance of this topic or do not find the time to do so.
To the statement “We welcome the Sabbath on Friday evenings with worship in
our home,” 66.4% of parents “strongly agree” with the statement after the seminar,
16.6% were aware of that also at the beginning of the seminar. It can be noted that 50%
became more sensitive towards welcoming the Sabbath after the presentation of the
seminar. Only 16.6% disagreed and the other 16.6% indicated “not sure” in the posttest.
In summary, it can be said that one-third welcomed the Sabbath before the seminar, onethird of the parents were “not sure” and 50% of the parents understood the importance of
welcoming the Sabbath on Friday evenings.
To the statement “My parents make worship fun,” 62.5% of children have fun
doing worship at home with their parents. The other 37.5% “strongly disagree” with that
statement. The majority of children seem to have fun doing worship with their parents.
To the statement “I love worship at home,” it seemed that 75% of the children
appreciate worship at home. Only 25% stated “not sure” in the posttest and half of the
25% went from “strongly disagree” to “disagree.” Summarized it can be said that the
majority of children love to worship at home and only 12.5% do not love to worship at
home. A difference between the pretest and posttest showed less negativity to the
question in the posttest. It can be said that the seminar has shown that only a small
percentage does not love worship at home. It seems like 12.5% of children began to
reconsider worshiping at home after the seminars were presented.
To the statement “I study my Sabbath School lesson at home,” 50% of children
stated “disagree” or “strongly disagree” that they study their Sabbath School lesson
during the week. The other 50% of children stated “not sure” in the posttest. Based on
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these numbers none of the children stated “strongly agree” or “agree” to the statement “I
study my Sabbath School lesson at home.”
It leads us to a conclusion that most of the children do not study their Sabbath
School lesson at home during the week. Based on the writings of Ellen G. White,
homework from school is not as important as the Sabbath School preparation, which has
an eternal impact.
Although the seminar dealt with this topic, it seems that the parents either have
not been able to implement this element at their homes, either too overloaded with work
or do not see the necessity and importance of doing so. After my arrival here at this
church, I was able to initiate an adult Sabbath School preparation class which meets on
Mondays at 6:30 pm weekly, but only the leadership of this church attends this class. The
members are also invited but do not attend.

Cluster Three: Church Attendance
The next cluster dealt with Church attendance.
To the statement “Children regularly participate in the divine service at our
church,” church attendance is one of the main factors which reveals the spiritual
thermometer of a family. This part is voluntary, but it shows how much we do care about
God. During the COVID-19 pandemic, this is not a correct indicator to measure the
attendance of the members, because many churches were under lockdown and not
allowed to meet in person or just in a limited number.
In addition, not only the attendance but also the participation of members in the
church shows where they are spiritually. If parents are not involved in some sort of
ministry at the church, rarely are their children. To get the children involved especially
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juniors and early teens, parents need to be an example themselves showing they care for
God and His church by ministering in their God-given capacity.
Over 66% of the parents indicated that they “agree” in the pretest and posttest that
children regularly participate in the divine service at our church. On overage 30% of
children are involved in the church service every week. Besides, the children’s
department conducts children’s Sabbath approximately once a quarter, every year, under
the leadership of the pastor.
To the statement “I take my child to Sabbath school,” the statistics indicate that a
large percentage of the parents of the Brantford Church has accepted the responsibility to
bring their children to Sabbath School.
To the statement “I encourage my child(ren) to join the Pathfinder Club at
church,” at the moment of my transition to this church, the Pathfinder Club was meeting
sporadically. After Oshkosh, the leadership left their position and soon thereafter
pandemics hit the church, so there was no Pathfinder Club in the past year and a half at
the Brantford church. Currently, there is no elected leader for the Pathfinder Club,
because the parents will not commit to supporting the Club activities, and this affects the
willingness of potential leaders to offer their services for this ministry.
To the statement “My children willingly attend church services,” over 66% of the
parents have stated in the pretest and posttest that their children willingly attend the
church services. Thirty-four percent of the parents answered “not sure” in the pretest and
posttest. Two-thirds of the children who are attending the church services indicated that
they do so willingly, which is a good indicator for church support from the whole family.
To the statement “My children enjoy the friendships of other young people at
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church,” The majority of the parents have stated “agree” in the pretest and “strongly
agree” in the posttest that their children are enjoying the friendship of other young people
at church. This shows an improvement in the way parents have evaluated the support
system for their children in the church.
To the statement “The church makes an intentional effort to make the church
attractive to the juniors and early teens,” 49.8% of the parents believe that the church
does not make an intentional effort to make the church attractive for juniors and early
teens. More than 33% of the parents were not “sure” and 16.2% of the parents “agree”
with that statement. The numbers indicate that the majority of the parents have the
impression that the church does not make an intentional effort to make the church
attractive for juniors and early teens.
More than 16% of the parents stated in the pretest “not sure” but stated “agree” in
the posttest. A slight change has happened in the posttest in comparison to the pretest.
Parents perceived that the church is not sufficiently attractive to the juniors and early
teens, thus presenting a challenge for the leadership of the church to improve its
attractiveness.
To the statement “The church services are boring,” 62% of children stated that
they did not find the church service boring in the pretest and posttest. Only 12% of the
children stated “not sure” in the pretest and posttest. A little over 25% of the children
stated “not sure” in the pretest stated “disagree” and “strongly disagree” in the posttest.
Although the seminar did not address the issue of the church service, 25% of children
found the service not boring anymore in the posttest.
We can assume that the worship atmosphere at home is preparing the children to
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enjoy and appreciate the worship at the church.
To the statement “I come to church only to meet friends,” while 62.5% of the
children answered “strongly disagree” in the pretest and posttest, 37.5% went from “not
sure” in the pretest to “disagree” and “strongly disagree” in the posttest. It appears that
meeting their friends at church is secondary to children’s church attendance. More than
37% changed their minds after the seminar into a more mature reason for attending
church.
To the statement “When I become an adult, I will continue going to the Adventist
Church,” 75% “strongly agreed” in the pretest and posttest that they will continue to
attend the Adventist Church in their adult life. There was a positive change of 25% of
children who went from “agree” or “strongly disagree” in the pretest to “strongly agree”
in the posttest. This leads us to believe that with a strong foundation, juniors and early
teens of the church will be present to assume its leadership and functions when they grow
up.

Cluster Four: Quality Time
The next cluster dealt with quality time
To the statement “I spend quality time with my child(ren),” 66.4% of parents
indicated spending quality time with their children in the pretest and posttest. More than
16% of the parents went from “strongly agree” in the pretest to “agree” in the posttest,
and about the same percentage went from “agree” in the pretest to “strongly agree” in the
posttest which shows positive growth and the understanding of spending quality time
with their child (ren). This leads us to believe that 16.6% of parents made a successful
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change in their calendar and were able to change positively after the seminars were
presented.
To the statement “I enjoy spending time with my father,” 62.5% of the children
stated “strongly agree” and “agree” in the pretest and posttest. One quarter of the children
went from “agree” and “strongly agree” in the pretest to “not sure” and “agree” in the
posttest, while 12.5% stated “not sure” in both the pretest and posttest. It leads to the
conclusion that children do not necessarily like to spend time with their fathers. Some
fathers are absentee dads. It could also be a family constellation and readjustments in the
family setting.
To the statement “I enjoy spending time with my mother,” 37.5% of children
stated “agree” and “strongly agree” in the pretest and the posttest. One quarter went from
“strongly agree” in the pretest and “agree” in the posttest, while 12.5% were not “sure” in
the pretest and posttest. The results show that 25% of children answered “agree” in the
pretest and the same number “strongly agree” in the posttest.
It can be said that 25% of the children enjoyed spending time more with their
mothers than with their fathers after the seminars than before.

Cluster Five: Gradual Conversion
The next cluster dealt with gradual conversion.
In the process of gradual conversion, all three institutions are important: the
home, the school, and the church. It has been shown that the home is the most important
institution in guiding children to Christ.
To the statement “The Brantford Church periodically conducts children’s
services,” the majority of the parents agree with the statement: “The Brantford Church
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parodically conducts children’s service.” More than 33% of the parents indicated
“strongly agree” in the pretest and posttest, and 49.6% of the parents moved from “agree”
or “disagree” in the pretest to “strongly agree” in the posttest, leaving only 16.6% of the
parents with “not sure” in the pretest and “disagree” in the posttest.
Here again, the results of the seminars impacted the view of the parents and the
importance of periodically conducting children’s services at which the parents have the
opportunity to be involved in the children’s program. During the seminars, parents shared
their experience how they motivated their children to be part of the church services. This
most likely impacted other parents.
To the statement “I expect the teachers at school to guide my child spiritually,”
Almost 50% of the parents stated in the posttest that they are expecting the teachers at
school to guide their child spiritually. One third “disagree” on this subject in the posttest
while the same number were either not sure in the pretest or responded with “strongly
agree.”
It can be said that more than one third of the parents have concluded either during
the seminar or after, that they put trust in Christian education. They expect teachers to
guide their children spiritually. This was not the case in the pretest.
To the statement “The Brantford church encourages parents to send their
child(ren) to the church school,” Based on the data it can be said that over 66% positively
changed their view on the support of Brantford Church for Christian education during or
after the seminars. That leaves 16.6% of parents with the statement “not sure” and the
other 16.6% who were previously convinced of Christian education value the
encouragement of the church.
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To the statement “We pray every day in my class in school,” this 75% reflects the
inability of the children to pray or have devotions in their school setting. Only onequarter of the children in the study had the benefit of Christian education and the freedom
to worship in school.
To the statement “At my school, teachers talk about Jesus,” (please see Appendix
G for the responses of the parents). It is a government policy that religion is kept out of
public schools. The Christian schools are free to talk about Jesus. Only 12.5% of the
children hearing about Jesus during the week indicated that they are attending an
Adventist school. In summary, only the Adventist school is presenting Jesus in their
classrooms. It is very likely that some of the children who are attending public schools
are not always predisposed to be part of the church service, and do not readily participate
in other church activities.
To the statement “I love Jesus,” while 75% indicated in the pretest and posttest
that they love Jesus by “strongly agree,” the remaining 25% indicated in the pretest
“agree” and in the posttest “strongly agree.” It appears that the seminar brought a 25%
change in a positive direction and a better understanding of Jesus and love to Him.
To the statement “I intentionally send my child(ren) to public school,” one-third
of the parents intentionally send their children to public schools. As shown in the pretest
and posttest. While two-thirds of the parents were either not sure or disagreed in the
pretest but strongly disagreed in the posttest.
Over 66% of the parents in the posttest stated that they “strongly disagree”
intentionally sending their children to public schools in comparison to 33.2% who stated
that they intentionally send their children to the public schools.
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The majority of the parents got a better understanding of the influence of the
public school (during the seminars), but either has not the means or the opportunity to
send their children to the Adventist schools.
To the statement “I would rather go to the school I now attend than to any other
school,” a quarter of the children answered “not sure” in the pretest and the same number
in the posttest. Another 25% of the children “strongly disagree” in the pretest and the
same number in the posttest. While 12.5% answered in the pretest “strongly agree,” the
same number changed to “agree” in the posttest. The data showed the following: More
than 12% indicated “agree” in the pretest and the same number moved to “not sure” in
the posttest. Again, more than 12% who were “not sure” in the pretest moved to “strongly
disagree” in the posttest; 12.5% recorded “agree” in the pretest and the same number
“strongly disagree” in the posttest.
Half the children indicated that they would rather go to a different school from the
one they are currently attending. This is a significant change between the pretest and
posttest. Three quarters of the children indicated that they were attending public school,
and the other quarter either attended a Christian or an Adventist school.

Cluster Six: Preparation for Baptism
The next cluster dealt with preparation for baptism
To the statement “At our church parents are encouraged to bring their children to
the altar to surrender to Jesus,” 50% of the parents better understood and felt encouraged
to bring their children to the altar to surrender to Jesus at the end of the seminars. This
indicates that parents have accepted the responsibility to be part of the support system for
children also at church.
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To the statement “I appreciate having another spiritual guardian with me to help
nurture spiritual growth of my child(ren),” 50% answered strongly agree in the pretest
and posttest. The other 50% went from “disagree” and “unsure” in the pretest to “agree”
and “strongly agree” in the posttest.
We can extrapolate from these responses that the members see the importance of
the statement: “It takes a village to raise a child.” Hence the need for involving others in
nurturing their children.
The statement “The Brantford Church conducts baptismal classes for juniors and
early teens,” There is a confirmation of one-third of the responders of the knowledge of a
baptismal class at the Brantford church. There was no baptismal class for juniors and
early teens at the Brantford church at the time of my arrival. It appears, that, at the time
of the pretest, parents did not understand the meaning of the statement and it seems also
that there was a lack of awareness of the importance of having a baptismal class for
juniors and early teens. After the seminars, awareness was created for the need for a
baptismal class for juniors and early teens.
To the statement: “People are encouraged to surrender to Jesus during divine
service,” 66.6% of the parents have experienced no changes in the statement “People are
encouraged to surrender to Jesus during divine service” in the pretest and posttest saying
“agree” and “strongly agree.” These parents recognize that the church is a place where
people are delivered into the hand of Jesus, like mothers giving birth to babies.
To the statement “Parents are encouraged to walk with their children to the altar
at church,” the majority of parents said they “agree.” I do not see this regularly practiced
in the church today. It was also hard to practice what was learned in the seminars due to
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the lockdown and the pandemic. After the seminars, I made an appeal, and an 11-year-old
came up with the encouragement of the parents and the support of another 14-year-old
youth and made it clear that she wanted to be baptized.
To the statement “The church pastor is responsible for the spiritual growth of my
child(ren),” By evaluating the results from the pretest and posttest it becomes evident that
parents understand their responsibility in the homes and the church. Over 83% of the
parents disagree with the statement that the church pastor is responsible for the spiritual
growth of their children.
According to this statistic, 16.6% of the parents marked “agree” in the pretest that
the pastor is responsible for the spiritual growth of their children. The same number
marked “strongly disagree” in the posttest, and 33.3% of those who marked “disagree” in
the pretest, marked “strongly disagree” in the posttest.
It can be said that spiritual growth happens at home and not only during the two
hours of church service. The church is where the knowledge is deepened, made clearer,
and presented, but at home is where it is modified, implemented, and practiced. The
church pastor presents the gospel but the parents are the ones that teach their children
because they are the ones who know their children best. Using the knowledge gained,
parents are to pray and look for teachable moments when their children are receptive,
asking questions, and are willing to receive the word into their hearts.
Parents are the ones who are to encourage the children to trust Jesus, to trust His
word that they have heard in the Sabbath school, during the testimony hour, in the
mission spotlight presentation, in the songs, and the spoken word. Parents are to pray and
to ask the Lord to lead them to the hearts of their children where the precious truth can be
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stored, cherished, and strengthened. They are the ones who know their children the way
no one knows but God.
To the statement “My parents think I am too young to be baptized,” a total of 50%
of the children “disagree” or “strongly disagree” with the statement that their parents
thought that they were too young to be baptized. Half of the 50% went from “disagree” or
“not sure” in the pretest and “strongly disagree” in the posttest. Here we see a positive
change in one-fourth of the children because of the seminar. The other fourth was either
“not sure” or “strongly agree” in the pretest and posttest.
In summary, it can be said that half of the children were not considered by their
parents to be too young for baptism. While before the seminars, 75% of the children
believed that their parents thought of them to be too young. It can be said that the
seminars have contributed a 25% positive change.
To the statement “I have told my parents of my desire to be baptized in the
future,” based on this test it can be said that some of the children expressed their desire to
be baptized in the future and have so shared with their parents. Some have shared it
before the seminar as is shown by their responses.
In summary, 50% of the children told their parents of their desire to be baptized.
The other 50% are still in the process of deciding and need more time to take this step.

Analysis of Results
The goal of this project was to educate and equip parents, leaders, and pastors in
the area of children evangelism. This six-week seminar was presented at the local church,
once a week on a Sabbath afternoon for the church members. In a relaxed atmosphere,
the content was shared in an open dialogue where participants were engaged in a
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discussion during and after the presentation.
In reviewing the process, there are some things I would have done differently. For
example, the advertisement I would have started earlier by targeting parents of juniors
and early teens.
The COVID-19 pandemic has not been favorable towards this project. This
project was focused on the baptism of children aged 10-14 years old and the target
audience was the church congregation. Based on the research, out of 26 children, only
two juniors were baptized before the start of this research. More education needs to be
done among the parents.
According to statistics juniors and early teens is the age group that is the most
receptive to accepting Jesus through baptism. Parents need to be more involved in the
spiritual growth of their children. Spiritually mature children are the church of today and
tomorrow as being disciples, they also are making disciples. Because of their
commitment to Jesus, they will be more involved in community life and in reaching
others. I believe that parents would not be facing the issues they face now if their children
were more spiritually mature and involved in church ministries.
As I was in the preparation for this project and during the seminars and in the
post-test evaluation, I want to express my gratefulness to all the leaders of this church for
their support of this project. The afternoon programs were reduced so that there was no
interference with this seminar until it was completed. The presentations were well
received.
The responses, the conversations were very encouraging as well as the working
with the parents and their children in finishing this project. The material of this project is
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copyrighted, but the seminars were shared with the participants. After the pretest I was of
good courage because of the number of the participants but at the first seminar session, I
realized that the pandemic COVID-19 took priority. I am grateful though, to those who
have committed themselves and came out and stayed until the end.
The seminars were announced ahead of time and the members were informed.
The data collecting was a little difficult and did not go the way it was originally planned,
which would have been done right after the potluck. Due to COVID-19 all the
questionnaires were emailed to the parents and, when completed, were dropped off at the
church office. This made it quite difficult for some.
Concerning the potential impact on the participants, all the feedback was quite
positive. Those who attended the seminars and implemented the content have shown
improvement already after four weeks. Forty-three pretests were handed out and most of
them were returned but could not be evaluated because not all participated in the
seminars. Regular attendance was six people who finished all the six seminars and did the
posttest. The participants were willing to listen and also very open to sharing their
experiences.
The seminars revealed some important aspects such as the need to conduct more
of them. Many of the parents have not had good examples in their lives in parenting, but
have good intentions for their children and would like to receive more information.
Another aspect was that some parents were just happy to share their struggles and
needed encouragement that they are on the right path and it takes some time to grow a
spiritual champion. Some parents wanted just to be heard to have a platform where they
could share. It seemed that some parents have never heard of Adventist education and the
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biblical mandate for parents regarding their responsibility in raising their children.
Seminars like this will help parents not only to understand their mandate but also receive
the needed support from their brothers and sisters in their local church.
Based on my observation parents were encouraged through the seminars and were
eager to implement the content of the presentation in their homes. Although these
seminars were presented only in one local church, based on the evidence, this can also be
beneficial for families in other churches. I would recommend that pastors, family life
leaders, and church elders share this in their faith-based communities to educate, instruct
and guide parents into a better tomorrow.
Although the layout of this six-week seminar content is more focused on a church
and faith-based community, I strongly believe that many parts of these seminars have
neutral content and applicable to all families. I also believe that these seminars can be
repeated in different settings because they provide an opportunity not only for those who
want to be inclusive but also for those who want to join at any point. This topic has a lot
of potentials and can be studied more deeply if there is a need for it.
The goal of my research -- to educate parents, leaders, and pastors that the
commandment of Jesus found in Matthew 28 to teach, to make disciples, and to baptize -applies to our children. Although home, school, and church are interwoven with one
another, the home and the parents are responsible for the spiritual growth of their
children. This idea has its roots not only in the Old Testament but also in the New
Testament where Jesus uses children as an example and also rebukes His disciples for not
letting them come to Jesus.
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Summary
The results from the cluster indicated that there were changes in the behavior of
children and adults. The responses from the qualitative questionnaire indicated that the
seminars were excellent in the evaluation of all the attendees. The parents concluded that
the seminars were informative regarding how they could improve their parenting skills
for juniors and early teens as they nurtured them in the household of faith. Parents also
shared that the seminars provided a platform for engaging discussions among them.
As I reflect on these answers, I have to admit that the parents were longing for an
opportunity to share their burdens with other struggling parents. The subjects presented
gave opportunities for an open discussion among parents. In addition, the discussion from
other parents with their input and concerns was a great help. For some parents, the
biblical principles were more clearly understood.
All the parents found something in the seminars for them, as well as for their
children. There were meaningful discussions and valuable insights in raising juniors and
early teens. The long-desired discussions and questions which many parents had were
finally answered in the seminars.
To the question, “How would another church benefit from these seminars?”
parents answered this way:
One parent said, “Another church would benefit from this seminar by becoming
more aware of the duty in the spiritual walk of their children with Christ.”
Another parent suggested, “Sometimes we give the impression that only the
outside world needs to be saved and not our children. I have also observed that parents
are ashamed to talk to their children about their baptism. There are talks about anything
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and everything but not on a spiritual matter. Parents get rejected by their children in this
regard, and the children seem not to want to hear about this topic anymore. This only
shows that the children are in much more danger than they realize.”

My Impression of the Seminar/Outcome of
the Seminar
I believe that the seminars would have had a different outcome if they had been
presented at a different time. The COVID-19 pandemic brought a huge challenge to our
church. Our churches were under lockdown from March 2020 and were forced to go
online. I think this made it very difficult for parents who were more open and more likely
to attend church in person rather than connect to the Internet via Zoom. Our online
attendance dropped to 20% mainly due to the lack of Internet knowledge. In addition, our
church was not set up for online streaming, and the leadership had to switch over from inperson to online service, which was another layer of stress and learning.
I had thought of postponing the seminars due to the Coronavirus because of the
challenges we were facing. People would not attend in person nor connect online. Visits
at their homes were not permitted and only phone calls were possible, which did not have
the same outcome as I had expected at the beginning of the study.
Almost all the parents had signed up for the seminars as advertised, but when the
day came, only six parents were willing to attend all six seminars. This was very
discouraging, but I did not take this personally, since I was aware that people were facing
issues of life and death and they had other concerns.
Children were attending school online, which added another layer of stress in
their families. All this contributed to the low level of participation in the seminars.
I am very glad that I was able to present the seminars to the parents who chose to
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come and for their positive feedback. These seminars can be held by anyone such as
pastors, local leaders, youth leaders, as well as parents to enhance the spiritual walk of
children.

Conclusion
Parents' responses to the six-week seminar allow me to conclude that they were
interested in the content of these seminars. Learning how to parent children and early
teens. The importance of family worship, the value of church attendance, and setting
aside quality time for their children and early teens. The responsibility of the parents in
leading them to conversion under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. The process of
preparing them for baptism as the beginning of their children’s and early teens journey in
a closer, personal, and covenant walk relationship with their Saviour, Redeemer, and
future King.
Some of the parents expressed their determination to implement the content of the
seminars in their lives and the fruits are seen already. Currently one 12-year-old is getting
Bible studies and another is joining in July to be baptized and becoming a child of the
King. Parents became more confidant in finding ways to have daily devotionals at least
once a day and taking their children to church with the goal not only of attendance but
also of involvement in the church services as a part of family – parents, and children.
Some parents have a clearer understanding of their role as parents in leading their
children to Jesus and that the home is the place where spiritual molding and shaping is
happening. Also, the importance of Christian education and the choice of a school has to
be seen as an investment for eternity. Parents also perceived the three areas which help
their children and early teens to become spiritually mature are the church, school, and
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home. All three institutions are very important in growing spiritual champions for Christ
but the home is the most important place, and parents have the high calling in fulfilling
their God-given responsibility.
These seminars helped to assist parents and their children to improve their
relationship with God and with each other, as a family of believers as God intended it to
be. Based on the responses of the parents it can be said that they benefited from the
seminars with the information that they received. They also agreed to share with other
families believing that this will also benefit them.
Although there are positive responses and shared appreciation shown for the
seminars, this is only the beginning of the journey. More seminars need to be held and
more parents need to be involved in order to achieve changes in the area of family
worship, church attendance, and participation to become aware of the responsibilities that
parents, leaders, and pastors have in leading children and early teens leading to Jesus.
Guided by the concept that “it takes a village to raise a child,” parents have also
requested spiritual guardians at church in helping to guide their children and early teens
in this process. It needs a deeper commitment of all members and leaders of the Brantford
Church, in leading and guiding the children to Jesus.

The Final Word: My Spiritual Experience
The Three-Legged-Stool
This project has changed my life, my view, and my theological orientation
concerning children and baptism. I wish I had done this study earlier. I was impressed
with how home, school, and church are connected in the work of training children in the
way they should go. Typically, the metaphor of the three-legged-stool suggests that each
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leg would have the same length, and thus be equally important for the balance of the
furniture—or concept. However, when the metaphor is applied to the home, school, and
church, it is different. The home should be the first place of spiritual activities and those
activities should not be left or delegated to the church and school.
Neither the school nor the church can take the role of the home and vice-versa.
The salvation of a child is not the responsibility of the school, neither is it the
responsibility of the church to teach science and geography. The Christian schools
and churches are not competitors, but rather partners in fulfilling the mission given to
Christians in Matthew 28:20. To balance the three-legged stool, all the institutions
should seek first the Kingdom of Heaven by training the children. (Maitanmi, 2019,
para. 10)

Ministry to Children (Also)
I have to admit that I missed the ocean, too, in the same way George Barna did.
While focusing on the adults, I left the children out of my ministry in the area of
conversion and baptism. I did not see them to be mature enough, or old enough, or ready
enough. In this sense, I can say that I didn’t just miss the boat, … I missed the ocean!

Mary and Jesus as Examples
I realize, that children at a young age are able to be firm in their faith. They also
have the spiritual muscle to be true followers of God and do the will of the Most High as
Jesus exemplified in His life. He was always ready and willing to serve others. He
showed such “patience, that nothing could disturb him,” and a truthfulness that would
never sacrifice integrity. “Firm as a rock,” Jesus’ life revealed the grace of unselfish
courtesy. “The child grew, and waxed strong in spirit, filled with wisdom: and the grace
of God was upon Him” (Luke 2:52).
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Lois and Eunice and Timothy
The example of Lois and Eunice provided strong evidence and a clearer
understanding for me that children are capable to be formed and educated in an early age.
This is confirmed through in the scripture. The apostle Paul counted the sincere “faith” of
the grandmother and mother that was instilled in Timothy in the earliest years of his life.

Mother Eunice and Ellen Harmon
Another eye-opener for me was that not the local pastor, neither the Christian
school, nor the church is fully responsible for the spiritual growth and the conversion of a
child. Eunice Harmon and her daughter Ellen are a great example of that. Eunice, the
mother of Ellen, played an important role in Ellen’s conversion. She prayed for her
continuously and her prayers were answered (White, 1852).

God and Children
It was not quite clear before my research. Now I understand more clearly, that
God not only wants the adults but also the children to be part of his kingdom. The key
and the most important aspect is that “God wants every child of tender age to be His
child, to be adopted into His family” (White, 1913, p. 169).

Children and Age
Besides biblical evidence, this is the most profound quote from Ellen White that
explicitly talks about biological age and baptism. It never appeared to me, that children at
that young age (eight and nine) could be ready for baptism. In my view and practice, I
considered baptism of children not before they were juniors or early teens. Ellen G.
White teaches the opposite, which is a direct rebuke to my understanding.
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Age and Spirituality
I always believed that age was a qualifying factor for conversion and baptism of
children. Here Ellen G. White presents a completely different view. Some were
wondering how early a child can become a Christian. “Age has nothing to do with it….
Love to Jesus, trust, repose, confidence are all qualities that agree with the child’s nature”
(White, 1954, p. 486).

Children and the Right Time
I wish I had this comprehensive understanding some years ago, when my child
asked me to be baptized and I turned him away. Now I fully understand that as soon as a
child can love and trust their parents, then they can love and trust Jesus as their Friend.

Children and Baptism
This quote confirms and comforts me. I can say that I have faithfully labored with
my kids and understood the role of conversion and saw it in them; but did not baptise my
child when he asked, instead waited for his biological maturity. Many children do not
care about Jesus, faith and religion. After my son asked me three times to be baptised, I
should have seen that this was a reflection of his desire to accept the values that we have
imparted to him. He is still not baptized yet, but his younger sister is. He is now attending
Andrews University where I believe his desire to be baptized will be fulfilled. I have now
taken to heart the statement “After faithful labor, if you are satisfied that your children
understand the meaning of conversion and baptism, and are truly converted, let them be
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baptized. Parents have the solemn duty to lead their children to baptism” White (1954, p.
486).

Lessons Learned From the Six-Week Seminar
Parenting of Children
In summary, it can be said that the parents have a general understanding of the
importance of raising children according to the word of God.

Family Worship
This suggests that the content of the seminars moved one-third of the parents to
start daily worship at home and two-thirds were confirmed in their practice.
In summary, it can be said that 50% of the parents understood the importance of
welcoming the Sabbath on Friday evenings after the seminars.

Church Attendance
One quarter of the children indicated the desire to continue attending the church
into adulthood. This leads me to believe that with a strong foundation, juniors and early
teens of the church will be present to assume leadership and church positions when they
grow up.

Quality Time
It can be said that 25% of the children enjoyed spending more time with their
mothers and their fathers after the seminars than before.
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Gradual Conversion
Half the children indicated that they would rather go to a different school from the
one they were currently attending. This was a significant change between the pretest and
posttest.

Preparation for Baptism
In summary, 50% of the children told their parents of their desire to be baptized.
The other 50% are still in the process of deciding and need more time to take this step.

Recommendations for Future Research
I realized that the project would have produced more reliable results had I
incorporated the Adventist Youth leader and the Children’s Ministries leader of the
Brantford Seventh-day Adventist Church in the development of this project. Their
perspective on the subject of evangelizing children would have been helpful because their
ministries are dedicated to the children in this age group. I should also have
recommended S. Joseph Kidder’s book, Journey to the Heart of God, which gives ideas
for family worship, prayer, and other important elements of worship.
I would recommend that a study be done for future research to see how many
adults who were baptized between the ages 10 and 16 are still following Christ and are
active members of the church. I would also examine how many of them were rebaptized
at a later time in their adulthood.
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APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRES

FOR PARENTS WITH CHILDREN 10-14
(Pre-Test and Post-Test)
Anonymous Survey
Adults: The following statements illustrate different practices in some homes, churches,
and schools. Please respond to each statement as it applies to your situation. Put the
number for your response in front of the relevant statement. Use the 1-5 scale to respond
to each of the statements below.
NO NAMES REQUIRED. Thank you.
Questions:
Strongly agree
1

Agree
2

Not sure
3

Disagree
4

Strongly disagree
5

_______1. We conduct family worship at least once a day
_______2. I send my child (ren) to the Adventist school
_______3. All children regularly participate in the divine service at our church
_______4. I encourage my child (ren) to study the Sabbath school lesson at home
_______5. I spend quality time with my child (ren)
_______6. I review the children’s Sabbath School lesson with them
_______7. My child (ren) enjoy family worship
_______8. I take my child (ren) to Sabbath school
_______9. We welcome the Sabbath on Friday evenings with worship in our home
_______10. At our church parents are encouraged to bring their children to the altar to
surrender to Jesus
_______11. I encourage my child (ren) to join the Pathfinder Club at church
_______12. My children willingly attend church services
_______13. I appreciate having another spiritual guardian with me to help nurture my
child’s spiritual growth
_______14. The Brantford Church conducts baptismal classes for juniors and early teens
_______15. People are encouraged to surrender to Jesus during divine service
_______16. The Brantford Church periodically conducts children’s church
_______17. My children enjoy the friendships of the other young people at church
_______18. I expect the teachers at my Adventist school to guide my child spiritually
_______19. Parents are encouraged to walk with their children to the altar as they desire
to be baptized
_______20. The church pastor is responsible for the spiritual growth of my child (ren)
_______21. The church makes an intentional effort to make the church attractive to the
juniors and early teens
_______22. I’m too busy for family worship during the week
_______23. The Brantford church makes an intentional effort to make the church
attractive to the juniors and early teens
_______24. I willingly send my child (ren) to public school
_______25. The Brantford church encourages parents to send their child (ren) to an
Adventist school
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FOR CHILDREN 10-14
(Pre-Test and Post-Test)

Anonymous Survey
Children: The following statements show what occurs in some homes, churches, and
schools. Please place the appropriate number before each statement, as it applies to your
home, church, and school.
NO NAMES REQUIRED. Thank you.
State your age ______
Questions:
Strongly agree
1

Agree
2

Not sure
3

Disagree
4

Strongly disagree
5

Please put the number in front of the relevant statement
Use the 1-5 scale to respond to each of the statements below
Children’s questionnaire
_______ 1. I have my own Bible
_______2. We pray every day in my class in school
_______3. I love myself
_______4. I enjoy spending time with my father
_______5. I attend an Adventist school
_______6. I prefer to spend time on my cellphone than with my parents
_______7. I would rather go to the school I now attend than to any other school
_______8. I attend public school
_______9. I believe Jesus loves me
_______10. At my school my teachers talk about Jesus
_______11. I enjoy spending time with my mother
_______12. I enjoy going to church
_______13. My parents think I am too young to be baptized
_______14. I love worship at home
_______15. My parents force me to go to church with them
_______16. I study my Sabbath school lesson at home
_______17. My parents make worship fun
_______18. I have told my parents of my desire to be baptized in the future
_______19. The church services are boring at my church
_______20. I enjoy being a Pathfinder
_______21. I come to church only to meet my friends
_______22. I love Jesus
_______23. I usually go to church in time for Sabbath school
_______24. I like coming to my church in Brantford
_______25. When I become an adult, I will continue going to the Adventist Church
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REFLECTION QUESTIONS

Name--------

1. How was the overall experience of the seminar for you?
Terrible--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Moderate-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Good----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Excellent---------------------------------------------------------------------------Why?— --------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. How would another church benefit from such a study? ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. How did it make you more aware of your relationship with your junior or early
teen child? –------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. What changes did you experience in
a. family worship:
________________________
b. times spent with your child__
_________________________________________
c. preparation for baptism? __
___________________________________________
5. What changes have you seen in your child/ren since the study? ___
______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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BRIEF MID-POINT QUESTIONNAIRE
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APPENDIX C

SEMINAR OUTLINES

Seminar One: Parenting of Children and Early Teens
A. A biblical view of parents and their children’s relationship and spirituality
1. It was God’s plan for the members of the family to be associated in work and
study, in worship and recreation, the father as priest of his household, and both
father and mother as teachers and companions of their children. But the results of
sin, having changed the conditions of life, to a great degree prevent this
association. Often the father hardly sees the faces of his children throughout the
week. He is almost wholly deprived of opportunity for companionship or
instruction. (White, 1954,

p. 535)

2. The Family is divine in origin, Gen. 1:27
3. The concept of family is biblical and has its beginning in the Garden of Eden.
God had a plan for the humans. That is why He said: “Be fruitful and increase in
number” (Gen 1:28).
4. God is the Creator of family and its relationships (Gen 2:21-24).
5. Religion in the home—what will it not accomplish? I will do the very work that
God designed should be done in every family. Children will be brought up in the
nurture and admonition of the Lord. They will be educated and trained, not to be
society devotees, but members of the Lord’s family. (White, 1952, p. 322)
6. Moses at the end of his life intentionally pointed it out to the children of Israel
7. Raising children for the Lord is the stewardship duty of parents and indeed of the
entire community of faith (Isa 54:13). Seventh-day Adventists take this
stewardship obligation seriously and have developed a system of education, from
kindergarten through the university, which is the second largest among Protestant
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denominations. In addition, Sabbath School, Pathfinder clubs, and a variety of
other activities for children and youth are designed to protect and develop this
treasure. (Bradford, 2000, 670)
B. Moses commanded Israel: “You shall teach them diligently to your sons …” (Deut 6:58). Moses’ command is the foundation for biblical spirituality in the home.
1. Time together is the blessing that brings us together before God in life.
2. Change and positive influence can only be achieved by investing quality time and
a positive influence upon children (Prov 1:7-9).
3. One of the richest books on wisdom and guidance is the book of Proverbs. It
provides guidelines for almost every situation in life and could be used as an
instruction in parenting and educating children, by encouraging them to walk the
way of righteousness, simplicity, and faithfulness. Read the book of Proverbs
from a contemporary version with your children.
4. Nothing can be more powerful than the example of a godly parent that a child can
observe and follow the pattern.
5. Not only the Old Testament is full of instructions but also the New Testament.
For example, Apostle Paul provided a theological framework on family and
guidance of children (Eph 5:15-17; 6:4, 1 Tim 3:4).
C. The Apostle continued to say that parents do have a responsibility in the spiritual
lives of their children, and he encouraged them to “bring the children up in the
training and instruction of the Lord.”
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D. How is this possible? Only, if the Bible is seen as a guide and Jesus as the central
theme in family life.
1. A day that starts with worship and prayer will be prosperous.
2. The spiritual life at home will determine the family’s destiny.
3. There will be a greater probability that families would strengthen their loving
relationships.
The Sabbath school affords to parents and children an opportunity for the study of
God’s Word. But in order for them to gain that benefit which they should gain in
the Sabbath school, both parents and children should devote time to the study of
the lesson, seeking to obtain a thorough knowledge of the facts presented and also
of the spiritual truths which these facts are designed to teach. We should
especially impress upon the minds of the youth the importance of seeking the full
significance of the scripture under consideration. (White, 1954, p. 511)
Time for Questions and Answers
Conclusion
Closing Prayer
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Seminar Two: Family Worship
A. Parents need to find time in the morning and/or evening hours to have time for a short
devotional exercise (15-20 min)
1. Morning devotional and prayer, and song
2. Evening devotional and prayer, and song
3. A short story that tells them about the Love of God
4. Let them be in the lead as they discover the scriptures
5. Opening and closing songs and prayers, as well as the content, can be presented
by your children
a. This will connect them to the Bible where they will find the answers they need
in their walk with God
b. Sabbath school lesson review with the child
B. Making time for worship is the parents’ responsibility
1. If parents are free to decide to change/increase their worship family time. Parents
need to organize and prioritize their time to allow for worship and praise in their
homes and with their children, according to their age.
2. Planning morning and evening worship will take some adjustments
C. Preparation for the next Sabbath starts on Sunday
1. On Friday let the preparation for the Sabbath be completed. See that all the
clothing is in readiness and that all the cooking is done. Let the boots be
blackened and the baths be taken. It is possible to do this. If you make it a rule
you can do it. The Sabbath is not to be given to the repairing of garments, to the
cooking of food, to pleasure seeking, or to any other worldly employment. Before
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the setting of the sun let all secular work be laid aside and all secular papers be
put out of sight. Parents, explain your work and its purpose to your children and
let them share in your preparation to keep the Sabbath according to the
commandment. (White, 1868, p. 263)
2. The beginning of the Sabbath done with love can be a drawing point for the
family and the best time to reflect on the busy week
a. It can be a time where negative experiences can be shared and processed
(every evening is preferably)
b. Conflicts resolved and peace achieved
c. Parents stand in the place of God to their children to tell them what they must
do and what they must not do with firmness and perfect self-control. Every
effort made for them with kindness and self-control will cultivate in their
characters the elements of firmness and decision… Father and mothers are in
duty bound to settle this question early so that the child will no more think of
breaking the Sabbath, neglecting religious worship and family prayer than he
would think of stealing. Parents’ own hands must build the barrier. (White,
1952, p. 320)
3. A time when the Sabbath can be celebrated with a nice meal and friendly
conversation that children will store in their memories and pass on to the next
generation
a. Guarding the edges of the Sabbath as well as keeping the Sabbath should
always be intentional
b. Children can become aware of the sacredness of the Sabbath and engage in
relevant Sabbatical activities.
c. After worship service and lunch, family time can be planned and spent in
nature, if the weather permits.
d. Nature is one of the best ways to introduce the Creator to the children.
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e. By observing nature they comprehend more than just using words
f. Parents can meet and have a Sabbath picnic or lunch, or potluck to provide the
social aspect for their children
4. Parents need to set aside time for the spiritual formation of their children and
teach them the way the Bible demonstrates it.
a. Words of love, physical affection, hugs, and other ways of sharing their love,
by listening to them, talking with them will build their children emotionally
strong and make them spiritual champions.
Time for Questions and Answers
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Seminar Three: Church Attendance
A. Biblical foundation
“Through the praise of children and infants you have established a stronghold
against your enemies, to silence the foe and the avenger” (Ps 8:2 NIV).
“‘Do you hear what these children are saying?’ they asked him. ‘Yes,’ replied
Jesus, ‘have you never read, "From the lips of children and infants you, Lord, have called
forth your praise?"’” (Matt 21:16 NIV).

B. Factors affecting church attendance of children and early teens
1. Family
a. They know that parents are going to church and so they’re going too
b. They have been growing up in this culture of going to church. It is a habit
c. Finding ways of connecting to the church and its services
2. Friends
a. Children attend worship service on Sabbaths because of their friends
b. It is better for children to have friends in the church than outside the walls of
the church
i. Children should love those best who love God the most
ii. But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a mirror the glory of the
Lord, are being transformed into the same image from glory to glory, just
as by the Spirit of the Lord. 2 Cor 3:18
c. Connecting children to children in church, finding common hobbies,
involvement in church services
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d. In the process of becoming a disciple of Christ—a child will have a possible
stronger connection to a friend than to Jesus at a certain age
3. Compulsion
a. Children attend the worship service on Sabbaths because of compulsion
b. They feel sometimes forced to go to church
c. Parents need to be sensitive and be tactful in helping them to choose to attend
church rather than to stay at home
4. Children attend the worship service on Sabbaths because of understanding the
truth in a deeper sense
a. Time will come when children will gain more interest in biblical truth
b. They will accept the truth and they will take a stand
c. Important to watch them closely (as we pray for them, lead and guide them) as
they progress in their spiritual life and are ready to accept Christ through
baptism
d. Children attend the worship service on Sabbaths because they understand that
we should not forsake the assembly together:
And let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good
deeds, not giving up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but
encouraging one another—and all the more as you see the Day approaching.
(Heb 10:24-25 NIV)
Time for Questions and Answers
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Seminar Four: Quality Time
A. Parents need to show children that they (parents and children) belong to Jesus
1. Do you not know that your bodies are temples of the Holy Spirit, who is in you,
whom you have received from God? You are not your own; you were bought at a
price. Therefore, honor God with your bodies. (2 Cor 6:19-20 NIV)
2. What does the Bible say about priorities?
a. Jesus spent time with God (Mark 6:31)
b. Parents must be an example for their children
c. Home chores Prov. 24:30-34
3. How to organize your priorities?
a. Take a few minutes of every day to plan out your day
b. And how to implement the priorities in the family life
i. Complete the MOST important tasks first in your day
ii. Focus on what you DO have time for, not the things you do not
iii. Make every minute count
iv. Take mini breaks
v. Block out the digital distraction. Tame the digital tiger
vi. Learn to say the dreaded word, “NO.” (Align priorities)
vii. Exercise and Sleep more!
B. Children do not need much. Parents need to be respectful and responsive when the
children approach with a question, concern, or a wish.
1. They need love, support, and care, and parents are the most important providers of
these (Forsberg, 2009).
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2. Parents need to understand that time spent with children not only influences their
lives in the present but also has an impact on their decision as they become adults.
So, setting aside time to spend with the children is very important.
3. Therefore, make it quality time which will help you to know your child better.
4. Parents are required to pay attention to the relationships of their children - who
their friends are.
5. If help is needed with homework and other tasks, parents are the ones who are
there to teach (if able) and also to play with them and create a healthy and safe
environment for them.
6. The importance of quality time involves hard work, prayer, and dedication of the
parents. Instructing children by talking to them, listening to them, and answering
their questions: (a) The time of childhood and early-teens is very crucial in the
world of the youngers. This time is a time of formation; (b) Children and earlyteens are in need of bonding with their parents who should be involved in their
activity. Parents should encourage their children to open up and share their fears,
challenges, and successes in their life; and (c) They should internationalize
spending leisure time with their children: in nature, park, picnic, school
assignments, sports, walks, reading, and so on.
C. According to Fomby (2013), adolescents whose parents spend time with them tend to
demonstrate a smaller number of behavioral issues.
1. As they engage in activities, work with their parents, they build a better
relationship and are less likely to become involved in wrongdoings (Coley &
Bethany, 2007).
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2. Family time is associated with a decline in violent acts and the probability of
childhood violence.
D. Parents have traits passed on to their children and they are the best ones in helping
them to discover these traits
1. The emotional world of a child is very important. Parents need to know the
emotional needs of their child and provide an atmosphere in which the child feels
comfortable to open and to share their concerns.
2. Not only will they achieve better grades but also their emotional world will find
its fulfillment (Rasbash, Pillinger, & Jenkins, 2010).
3. Parents who are spending time with their kids after school and at the evening time
are less likely to have children experiencing emotional distress (Rhee, 2008).
4. Research has shown that parents who engage in activities with the children and
teens, and parents who had high expectations regarding teens’ academic
performance, helped them to stay away from emotional problems (Pitti, 2019).
5. Spending time with family (free time and leisure or recreational time) is related to
emotional connections among the family members (Smith, Freeman, and
Zabriskie, 2009).
E. Children in families that share time in church activities together are more likely to
report seeing expressions of love and affection between their parents (Mahoney,
2010; Pitti, 2019).
1. Families who spend time in church are associated with more expressions of
affection and love among them (Pitti, 2019).
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F. God wants to see the family members spending time together as His original plan in
the garden of Eden.
1. Children can be reached at a level that will be transformative in their lives.
Time for Questions and Answers
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Seminar Five: Gradual Conversion
A. Gradual conversion is different and seldom recognized, sudden conversion is
generally experienced in evangelistic meetings, and understanding the difference is
crucial.
1. The role of the Adventist school: (a) Why send my child to an SDA school or a
public school? (b) White (1903) provided an excellent description of true
education: “True education has to do with the whole being, and with the whole
period of existence possible to man”; and (c) “It is the harmonious development
of the physical, the mental, and the spiritual powers. It prepares the student for the
joy of service in this world and for the higher joy of wider served in the world to
come” (p. 13). (d) Parents are the key players in the lives of their children.
Although the home is considered the first and foremost place where values are
shared, learned, and applied, the church school should be seen as a place for the
reinforcement of students’ commitment to Adventist’s core beliefs, such as
Sabbath keeping, modesty, purity, and healthful living. “Schools can be a clear
help here if they reinforce these values in a clear, loving, and grace-oriented way”
(Gillespie, 2005, p. 18). The schools could also provide a strong clarification and
reinforcement of the Adventist mission and its purpose.

White (1903) presented the conversion of children as a gradual process. While
sudden conversion in adults often takes place in a short period of time, gradual
conversion of children goes on in stages. “The gradual development of the plant from the
seed is an object lesson in a child’s training. There is ‘first the blade, then the ear, after
that the full corn in the ear.’ Mark 4:28” (p. 106).
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2. The role of the church
a. We live in a sinful world. The family and its functionality are often not the
places that it once was and the church can be a great support to the parents and
the families in this process; providing spiritual support and guidance for
children.
b. The church must do everything to decrease the attrition rate, working towards
a genuine progress in the lives of its youth for whom it is responsible.
3. The role of the home
a. White (1923) provided a redemptive concept in giving love to those who need
it the most” “The most unfortunate, those who have the most disagreeable
temperaments need our love, our tenderness, our compassion” (p. 281).
b. Those who try our patience need the most love. Mothers and fathers have the
solemn duty to study the disposition and temperaments of their children and to
learn how to deal with them (White, 1915a).
c. Fathers have the solemn duty as they spend time with their children to be
acquainted with their various dispositions and how to train them in the
harmony with the Scriptures (White, 1952).
Parents should feel it a sacred duty to instruct their children in the statutes and
requirements of God, as well as in the prophecies. They should educate their
children at home and should themselves be interested in the Sabbath school
lessons. By studying with the children, they show that they attach importance
to the truth brought out in the lessons, and help to create a taste for Bible
knowledge. (White, 1954, p. 512)
Let parents do their part, not only helping the children in their study but
becoming familiar with the lessons themselves. The Bible is our textbook.
Parents, teachers, and scholars need to become better acquainted with the
precious truths contained in both the Old and the New Testaments. (White,
1900, p. 56)
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Even greater care should be taken by the parents to see that their children have
their Scripture lessons than is taken to see that their day-school lessons are
prepared. Their Scripture lessons should be learned more perfectly than their
lessons in the common schools. If parents and children see no necessity for
this interest, then the children might better remain at home: for the Sabbath
school will fail to prove a blessing to them. Parents and children should work
in harmony with the superintendent and teachers, thus giving evidence that
they appreciate the labor put for them. Parents should take special interest in
the religious education of their children, that they may have a more thorough
knowledge of the Scripture. (White, 1900, p. 57)
B. Prayer and patience are needed the most in this stage when working with children
1. Giving up is not an option
2. Resignation is not what we are called to do
3. Definition of spirituality
a. Sheldrake’s (as cited in van der Merwe, 2018, p. 2) definition of children’s
spirituality is as follows: The child’s development of a conscious relationship
with God, in Jesus Christ, through the Holy Spirit, within the context of a
community of believers that fosters that relationship, as well as the child’s
understanding of, and response to, that relationship.
b. In the Valuegenesis report, 75% of Adventist school youth were certain that
they made a commitment to Jesus Christ.
c. The results of Valuegenesis show that young people are in need “of a good
home, a good church, and a good church school in order to have a good
chance to develop mature Christian faith.”

C. Letting go and letting God: Sensing the work of the Holy Spirit
1. Letting go of their children, while trusting God and sensing the work of the Holy
Spirit.
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2. Acknowledge parents’ feeling of helplessness
3. Providing ways of accepting the current situation
4. Finding the strength to move on and out of the stage of helplessness
Questions and Answers
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Seminar Six: Preparation for Baptism
A. Teach, make disciples and baptize them (Bible)
Then Jesus came to them and said, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been
given to me. Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey
everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the very end
of the age.” (Matt 28:18-20 NIV)
People were bringing little children to Jesus for him to place his hands on them, but
the disciples rebuked them. When Jesus saw this, he was indignant. He said to them,
“Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of God
belongs to such as these. Truly I tell you, anyone, who will not receive the kingdom
of God like a little child will never enter it.” And he took the children in his
arms, placed his hands on them, and blessed them. (Mark 10:13-16 NIV)
B. Baptism: As part of its responsibility for evangelism in the family, the church
together with the church school should unite with parents in nurturing the child’s
growth towards spiritual maturity. Parents must intentionally evangelize their children
with a view to see them surrender their lives to Jesus as a Savior and Lord.
1. Does this apply also to children?
a. “After faithful labor, if you are satisfied that your children understand the
meaning of conversion and baptism, and are truly converted, let them be
baptized.
b. “But, I repeat, first of all, prepare yourselves to act as faithful shepherds in
guiding their inexperienced feet in the narrow way of obedience.
c. “God must work in the parents that they may give to their children a right
example, in love, courtesy, and Christian humility, and in an entire giving up
of self to Christ.
d. If you consent to the baptism of your children and then leave them to do as
they choose, feeling no special duty to keep their feet in the straight path, you
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yourselves are responsible if they lose faith and courage and interest in the
truth. (White, 1954, p. 500)
2. How and at what age?
a. Some were wondering how early a child can become a Christian. “Age has
nothing to do with it…. Love to Jesus, trust, repose, confidence are all
qualities that agree with the child’s nature” (White, 1954, p. 486).
b. That was why White (1880) emphasized the maturity of a child at an early
age” (p. 19). “As soon as a child can love and trust his mother, then can he
love and trust Jesus as the Friend of his mother. Jesus will be his Friend loved
and honored” (White, 1954, p. 486). Consequently, it is important that parents
should provide spiritual guidance for their young children.
c. Barna (2003a) made a statement that reinforces the concept of White (1954):
“At the age of 9, most of the moral and spiritual foundations of a child are in
place” (p. 19). He continued to present the chart of ages of children and young
adults and the probability of accepting Jesus as their Savior.
i. Ages 5-12= 32% (see appendix G)
ii. Ages 13-18= 4%
iii. White (1868) made it clear when she talked about the age of children and
their readiness for baptism:
d. “Children of eight, ten or twelve years, are old enough to be addressed on the
subject of personal religion.
e. Do not teach your children with reference to some future period when they
shall be old enough to repent and believe the truth.
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f. If properly instructed, very young children may have correct views of their
state as sinners, and of the way of salvation through Christ” (p. 400).
3. Understanding of the need for baptism
a. Understanding the meaning of baptism as a beginning of the spiritual walk
with the Friend and Savior
b. Accepting the wish of the child to be baptized
c. Confirmation in faith/gratitude for the decision
d. Baptism as a celebration. Make it special, family, friends, and lunch
e. Continue nurturing after baptism
i. Struggle,
ii. Temptation,
iii. Celebration, and getting up
4. Conversion and baptism are two spiritual markers in the life of a child. Blanchette
(2011) said that celebrating the conversion and the baptism days, are like spiritual
milestones. They serve the Christian as much or in the same way as a diary serves
as a reminder of life’s important moments—A group picture, a note from a good
friend, or a Bible given to a child by someone that is dear to that child (Anthony
et al., 2011).”
a. Walking in grace – understanding the gospel and the meaning of grace
b. …for though the righteous fall seven times, they rise again, but the wicked
stumble when calamity strikes (Prov 24:14).
Time for Questions and Answers
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APPENDIX D

AFTER SEMINAR REVIEW MEETING

Objective:
This one-hour seminar meeting was conducted six weeks after the last seminar of
the parenting series seminars on children’s spiritual growth. The main goal of the AfterSeminar-Review-Meeting was to help parents to implement the content of the six-weeks
seminar and to receive feedback on the implementation of the content of the seminar in
their families.
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APPENDIX E

BARNA RESEARCH

TOTAL MEMBER INVOLVEMENT
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A SLICE OF LIFE (SURVEY)
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APPENDIX F

SIMPLIFIED BAPTISMAL VOWS
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APPENDIX G

RAW DATA

Cluster One: Parenting of Children
To the statement “I believe Jesus loves me,”
A. 12.5% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “disagree” in
the posttest.
B. 12.5% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and the posttest.
C. 62.5% of children answered “agree” in the pretest and “strongly agree” in the
posttest.
D. 12.5% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “not sure” in
the posttest.
To the statement “I have my own Bible,”
A. 37.5% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and in the posttest.
B. 25% of children answered “agree” in the pretest and “strongly agree” in the
posttest.
C. 37.5% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “agree” in the
posttest.

Cluster Two: Family Worship
To the statement “We conduct family worship at least once a day,”
E. 49.8% of parents answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and the posttest.
F. 33.2% of parents answered “disagree” in the pretest and “agree” in the
posttest.
G. 16.6% of parents answered “agree” in the pretest in the posttest.
To the statement “My child enjoys family worship,”
A. 16.6% of parents answered “strongly agree” in the pretest in the posttest.
B. 48.8% of parents answered “agree” in the pretest in the posttest.
C. 16.6% of parents answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “not sure” in
the posttest.
D. 16.6% of parents answered “not sure” in the pretest “strongly agree” in the
posttest.
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To the statement “I review the children’s Sabbath School lesson with them,”
A. 33.2% of parents answered “disagree” in the pretest and “not sure” in the
posttest.
B. 16.6% of parents answered “not sure” in the pretest in the posttest.
C. 33.2% of parents answered “agree” in the pretest and “disagree” in the
posttest.
D. 16.6% of parents answered “disagree” in the pretest to “agree” in the posttest.
To the statement “We welcome the Sabbath on Friday evenings with worship in our
home”
A. 49.8% of parents answered “not consistent agree” in the pretest and “strongly
agree” in the posttest.
B. 16.6% of parents answered “disagree” in the pretest in the posttest.
C. 16.6% of parents answered “agree” in the pretest and “not sure” in the
posttest.
D. 16.6% of parents answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and the posttest.
To the statement “My parents make worship fun,”
A. 25% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and the posttest.
B. 25% of children answered “agree” in the pretest and “strongly disagree” in the
posttest.
C. 25% of children answered “agree” in the pretest and the posttest.
D. 12.5% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “agree” in the
posttest.
E. 12.5% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and “strongly disagree”
in the posttest.
To the statement “I love worship at home,”
A. 12.5% of children answered “strongly disagree” in the pretest and “disagree”
in the posttest.
B. 25% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and the posttest.
C. 12.5% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “not sure” in
the posttest.
D. 50% of children answered “agree” in the pretest and the posttest.
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To the statement “I study my Sabbath School lesson at home,”
A. 12.5% of children answered “disagree” in the pretest and the posttest.
B. 12.5% of children answered “strongly disagree” in the pretest and “disagree”
in the posttest
C. 12.5% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “not sure” in
the posttest
D. 12.5% of children answered “strongly disagree” in the pretest and the posttest.
E. 25% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and the posttest.
F. 12.5% of children answered “disagree” in the pretest and “strongly disagree”
in the posttest
G. 12.5% of children answered “agree” in the pretest and “not sure” in the
posttest

Cluster Three: Church Attendance
To the statement “Children regularly participate in the divine service at our church,”
A. 33.2% of parents answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and posttest.
B. 16.6% of parents answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “to agree” in
the posttest.
C. 16.6% of parents answered “disagree” in the pretest and posttest.
D. 16.6% of parents answered “agree” in the pretest and posttest.
E. 16.6% of parents answered “not sure” in the pretest and “disagree” posttest.
To the statement “I take my child to Sabbath school,”
A. 16.6% of parents answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “strongly
disagree” in the posttest.
B. 33.2% of parents answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and posttest.
C. 50 %of parents answered “agree” in the pretest and “strongly agree” in the
posttest.
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To the statement “I encourage my child (ren) to join the Pathfinder Club at church,”
A. 16.6 %of parents answered “not sure” in the pretest and “strongly disagree” in
the posttest.
B. 16.6% of parents answered “strongly disagree” in the pretest and “disagree” in
the posttest.
C. 16.6% of parents answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “agree” in the
posttest.
D. 16.6% of parents answered “not sure” in the pretest and “agree” in the
posttest.
E. 16.6% of parents answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “strongly
disagree” in the posttest.
F. 16.6% of parents answered “not sure” in the pretest and “disagree” in the
posttest.
To the statement “My children willingly attend church services,”
A. 16.6% of parents answered “not sure” in the pretest and the posttest.
B. 50% of parents answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “agree” in the
posttest.
C. 16.6% of parents answered “agree” in the pretest and “not sure” in the
posttest.
D. 16.6% of parents answered “strongly agree” in the pretest in the posttest.
To the statement “My children enjoy the friendships of other young people at church,”
A. 16.6% of parents answered “strongly agree” in the pretest in the posttest.
B. 16.6% of parents answered “agree” in the pretest and the posttest.
C. 50% of parents answered “agree” in the pretest “strongly agree” in the
posttest.
To the statement “The church makes an intentional effort to make the church attractive to
the juniors and early teens,”
A. 33.2% of parents answered “agree” in the pretest and “disagree” in the
posttest.
B. 16.6% of parents answered “not sure” in the pretest and “agree” in the
posttest.
C. 16.6% of parents answered “disagree” in the pretest in the posttest.
D. 33.2% of parents answered “not sure” in the pretest in the posttest.
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To the statement “The church services are boring,”
12.5% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and posttest
50% of children answered “strongly disagree” in the pretest and posttest
12.5% of children answered “disagree” in the pretest and posttest
12.5% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and “strongly disagree”
in the posttest
E. 12.5% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and “disagree” in the
posttest
A.
B.
C.
D.

To the statement “I come to church only to meet friends,”
A. 62.5% of children answered “strongly disagree” in the pretest and the posttest
B. 12.5% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and “disagree” in the
posttest
C. 12.5% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and “strongly disagree”
in the posttest
D. 12.5% of children answered “strongly disagree” in the pretest and “disagree”
in the posttest
To the statement “When I become an adult, I will continue going to the Adventist
Church,”
A. 25% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and
B. in the posttest
C. 12.5% of children answered “strongly disagree” in the pretest and “disagree”
in the posttest
D. 12.5% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “in the posttest
E. 12.5% of children answered “agree” in the pretest and “strongly agree” in the
posttest
F. 25% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and in the posttest
G. 12.5% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “not sure” in
the posttest
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Cluster Four: Quality Time
To the statement “I spend quality time with my child (ren),”
A. 66.4% of parents stated “strongly agree” in the pretest and the posttest
B. 16.6% of parents stated in the pretest “agree” and in the posttest “strongly
agree”
C. 16.6% of parents stated in the pretest “strongly agree” and in the posttest
“agree”
To the statement “I enjoy spending time with my father,”
A. 50% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and the posttest
B. 12.5% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and the posttest
C. 12.5% of children answered “agree” in the pretest and “not sure” in the
posttest
D. 12.5% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “agree” in the
posttest
E. 12.5% of children answered “agree” in the pretest and the posttest
To the statement “I enjoy spending time with my mother,”
A. 12.5% of children answered “agree” in the pretest in the posttest
B. 25% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and “agree” in the
posttest
C. 25% of children answered “agree” in the pretest and “strongly agree” in the
posttest
D. 25% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and the posttest
E. 12.5% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and the posttest

Cluster Five: Gradual Conversion
To the statement “The Brantford Church periodically conducts children’s services,”
A. 33.2% of parents stated “strongly agree” in the pretest and posttest.
B. 33.2% of parents said “agree” in the pretest and “strongly agree” in the
posttest.
C. 16.6% of parents stated in the pretest “not sure” and in the posttest “disagree”
D. 16.6% of parents went from “disagree” in the pretest to “agree” in the posttest.
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To the statement “I expect the teachers at school to guide my child spiritually,”
A. 16.6% of the parents stated in the pretest “disagree” and “strongly agree” in
the posttest.
B. 16.6% of the parents answered in the pretest” agree” and “strongly agree” in
the posttest.
C. 16.6% of the parents stated “strongly agree” in the pretest and posttest.
D. 16.6% of the parents stated in the pretest “not sure” and in the posttest
“disagree”
E. 16.6% of the parents answered in the pretest “strongly agree” and in the
posttest “disagree.”
F. 16.6% of the parents stated in the pretest “not sure” and so in the posttest (no
change)
To the statement “The Brantford church encourages parents to send their child(ren) to the
church school,”
A. 16.6% of the parents stated in the pretest and posttest “strongly agree.”
B. 16.6% of the parents stated in the pretest “not sure” and posttest “agree.”
C. 16.6% of the parents stated in the pretest “strongly disagree” and posttest
“disagree.”
D. 33.2% of the parents stated in the pretest “agree” and posttest “strongly
agree.”
E. 16.6% of the parents stated in the pretest and posttest “not sure.”
To the statement “We pray every day in my class in school,”
A. 75% stated “disagree” or “strongly disagree” in the pretest and posttest.
B. Only 25% of the children have “agree” in the pretest and posttest.
To the statement “At my school teachers talk about Jesus,”
A. 75% stated “disagree” in the pretest and posttest to this statement. In our
community, there are three schools, the public, the Catholic school, and the
Adventist school.
B. 12.5% of children answered “agree” in the pretest and
C. 12.5% of children answered “strongly agree” in the posttest that their teachers
are talking about Jesus.
D. Another 12.5% “disagree” in the pretest and posttest. It seems that of the 25 %
who attend Christian schools (Adventist and Catholic) only 12.5 % are talking
about Jesus.
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To the statement “I love Jesus,”
A. 75% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and posttest
B. 12.5% of children answered “agree” in the pretest and “strongly agree” in the
posttest
C. 12.5% of children answered “agree” in the pretest and “strongly agree” in the
posttest
To the statement “I intentionally send my child (ren) to public school,”
A. 33.2% of the parents stated in the pretest and posttest “strongly agree”
B. 33.2% of the parents stated in the pretest “not sure” and posttest “strongly
disagree”
C. 33.2% of the parents stated in the pretest “disagree” and posttest “strongly
disagree”
To the statement “I would rather go to the school I now attend than to any other school,”
A. 25% of the children answered “not sure” in the pretest and posttest.
B. 25% of the children “strongly disagree” in the pretest and posttest.
C. 12.5% of the children answered in the pretest “strongly agree” and posttest
“agree.”
D. 12.5% of the children answered in the pretest “agree” and posttest “not sure.”
E. 12.5% of the children answered in the pretest “not sure” and posttest “strongly
disagree.”
F. 12.5% of the children answered in the pretest “agree” and posttest “strongly
disagree.”
Cluster Six: Preparation for Baptism
To the statement “At our church parents are encouraged to bring their children to the altar
to surrender to Jesus,”
A. 16.6% of the parents stated “not sure” in the pretest and “agree” in the
posttest.
B. 16.6% of the parents stated “strongly agree” in the pretest and the posttest.
C. 16.6% of the parents stated “agree” in the pretest and “strongly agree” in the
posttest.
D. 16.6% of the parents stated “agree” in the pretest and the posttest.
E. 16.6% of the parents stated “disagree” in the pretest and “agree” in the
posttest
F. 16.6% of the parents stated “strongly agree” in the pretest and “agree” in the
posttest.
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To the statement “I appreciate having another spiritual guardian with me to help nurture
spiritual growth of my child (ren),”
A.
B.
C.
D.

49.8% answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and the posttest.
16.6% answered “agree” in the pretest and “strongly agree” in the posttest.
16.6% answered “not sure” in the pretest and “agree” the posttest.
16.6% answered “not sure” in the pretest and “strongly agree” the posttest.

The statement “The Brantford Church conducts baptismal classes for juniors and early
teens,”
A.
B.
C.
D.

33.3% said “not sure,” in the pretest and posttest.
33.3% answered “agree” in the pretest and posttest.
16.6% said “not sure” in the pretest and “disagree” in the posttest.
16.6% went from “strongly disagree” in the pretest to “disagree” in the
posttest.

To the statement: “People are encouraged to surrender to Jesus during divine service,”
A. 48.8% answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and the posttest.
B. 33.2% answered “agree” in the pretest and the posttest.
C. 16.6% answered “disagree” in the pretest and “agree” in the posttest.
To the statement “Parents are encouraged to walk with their children to the altar at
church,"
A. 16.6% answered in the pretest “agree” in the pretest and posttest.
B. 16.6% answered in the pretest “agree” in the pretest and posttest.
C. 16.6% answered in the pretest “agree” in the pretest and “strongly disagree” in
the posttest.
D. 16.6% answered in the pretest “strongly disagree” in the pretest and
“disagree” in the posttest.
E. 16.6% answered in the pretest “strongly agree” in the pretest and posttest.
F. 16.6% answered in the pretest “not sure” in the pretest and posttest.
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To the statement “The church pastor is responsible for the spiritual growth of my
child(ren),”
A. 16.6% answered in the pretest “agree” in the pretest and posttest.
B. 16.6% answered “strongly disagree” in the pretest and “disagree” in the
posttest.
C. 16.6% answered “disagree” in the pretest and posttest.
D. 16.6% answered in the pretest “agree” and in the posttest “strongly disagree.”
E. 33.3% answered “disagree” in the pretest and “strongly disagree” in the
posttest.
To the statement “My parents think I am too young to be baptized,”
12.5% of children “disagree” in the pretest and posttest.
12.5% of children answered “strongly disagree” in the pretest and posttest.
12.5% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and posttest.
12.5% of children answered “disagree” in the pretest and “strongly disagree”
in the posttest.
E. 12.5% of children answered “strongly agree” in the pretest and posttest.
F. 12.5% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and “strongly disagree”
in the posttest.
G. 25% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and “strongly agree” in the
posttest.
A.
B.
C.
D.

To the statement “I have told my parents of my desire to be baptized in the future,”
A. 25% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and “strongly agree” in the
posttest.
B. 12.5% of children answered “strongly disagree” in the pretest and “strongly
agree” in the posttest.
C. 12.5% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and posttest.
D. 12.5% of children answered “disagree” in the pretest and “strongly disagree”
in the posttest.
E. 12.5% of children answered “agree” in the pretest and posttest.
F. 12.5% of children answered “disagree” in the pretest and “not sure” in the
posttest.
G. 12.5% of children answered “not sure” in the pretest and “strongly disagree”
in the posttest.
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